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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Proteasome Inhibitor Biosynthesis and Self-Resistance in the Marine Actinobacterium 

Salinispora tropica 

 

by 

 

Andrew John Kale 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Marine Biology 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2012 

 

Professor Bradley S. Moore, Chair 

  

Proteasome inhibitors (PIs) have recently emerged as a therapeutic strategy in 

cancer chemotherapy with the FDA approval of bortezomib. The marine 

actinobacterium Salinispora tropica, discovered in sediments off the Bahamas, 

produces a potent natural product PI, salinosporamide A (NPI-0052 or marizomib), 

which is now in clinical trials for the treatment of multiple myeloma. A chlorine atom, 



xxiv 

 

incorporated via the novel polyketide synthase extender unit chloroethylmalonyl-CoA, 

confers highly potent and irreversible inhibition of the eukaryotic 20S proteasome. 

Herein I report the in vitro characterization of one enzyme, the short-chain 

dehydrogenase/reductase SalM, responsible for the oxidation of 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-

ribose to 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribono--lactone en route to chloroethylmalonyl-CoA. 

Using heterologously produced SalM, a sensitive, real-time 
13

C NMR assay was 

developed to monitor transient product formation followed by spontaneous lactone 

hydrolysis. SalM was determined to have an atypical divalent cation dependence (Mg
2+

, 

Mn
2+

 or Ca
2+

) and to oxidize tetrose or pentose furanoses with hydroxy stereochemistry 

equivalent to that of D-ribose, making it the first reported stereospecific non-

phosphorylated ribose-1-dehydrogenase. Additionally, I explored the question of PI 

self-resistance in S. tropica as actinobacteria possess 20S proteasome machinery. A 

secondary catalytic -subunit (SalI) encoded adjacent to the salinosporamide 

biosynthetic gene cluster was characterized by heterologous expression and in vitro 

assaying of the /SalI complex. An altered proteolytic specificity and 30-fold resistance 

toward salinosporamide A inhibition was demonstrated for the /SalI complex relative 

to the housekeeping /1 complex. Sequence comparison of these two -subunits 

revealed two mutations, M45F and A49V, which likely conferred resistance. Mutational 

analysis demonstrated that the A49V mutation of SalI is partially responsible for 

resistance which correlates to identical mutations observed in bortezomib resistant 

human cancer cell lines. The /SalI complex was also cross-resistant to bortezomib and 

to salinosporamide analogs, suggesting that S1 binding pocket mutation leads to 



xxv 

 

resistance against all proteasome -subunit inhibitors. As bortezomib therapy is plagued 

by intrinsic and acquired resistance, it is critical to determine if salinosporamide A will 

suffer the same fate. My analysis suggests that bortezomib resistant cancer cell lines are 

likely cross-resistant to salinosporamide A. Moreover, these results suggest that self-

resistance to natural PIs may predict clinical outcomes.  
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Chapter 1: 

 

Introduction to Proteasome Inhibitor Discovery, Biosynthesis, and Resistance 
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1.1: Introduction 

Life is a collection of controlled chemical reactions. Biochemical pathways such 

as glycolysis and fatty acid biosynthesis are virtually ubiquitous throughout all living 

organisms. These primary metabolic pathways are needed for basic growth and 

reproductive functions. However, many organisms possess specialized metabolic 

pathways to produce unique small molecules, called natural products or secondary 

metabolites, which likely confer an evolutionary advantage for ecological adaptation. 

While we often do not know the true ecological role of these compounds, it is believed 

that they function in self-defense, signaling, nutrient acquisition, and quorum sensing.
1,2

 

In spite of this, humans have developed other pharmacological uses for many natural 

products, such as the stimulant caffeine, the analgesic morphine, and the antibiotic 

penicillin.
3
 

The constant need for new and improved medications has pushed chemists to 

search for novel compounds from natural sources. While most natural products chemists 

searched terrestrial environments, a small group of chemists began to explore the 

marine environment and a rich diversity of marine-derived, bioactive natural products 

has since been discovered.
4-6

 Several marine natural products are, or have inspired, 

FDA approved drugs, including: the anti-cancer nucleotide analogs vidarabine and 

cytarabine which were inspired by marine sponge natural products; a peptide isolated 

from cone snails, zinconotide, used in the treatment of pain; and the antimitotic eribulin 

mesylate, a truncated analog of the sponge derived halichondrin B.
5
 Additionally, many 

other marine natural products are currently in clinical trials.
5
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The terrestrial actinobacteria have been one of the most productive sources of 

natural product discovery.
7
 Scripps Institution of Oceanography scientists Prof. William 

Fenical, Dr. Paul Jensen and colleagues reported the first marine obligate genus of 

actinobacteria, the Salinispora, from the sediments of the Bahamas.
8-10

 Three 

Salinispora species, S. tropica, S. arenicola, and “S. pacifica” have been identified and 

collectively have yielded a treasure trove of bioactive natural products.
11-17

 Most 

notably, the Fenical group described a family of compounds from S. tropica named the 

salinosporamides, and found them to be highly cytotoxic to HCT-116 human colon 

carcinoma cell lines and potent inhibitors of the eukaryotic 20S proteasome.
18,19

 The 

chlorinated salinosporamide A was found to be the most potent family member in vivo, 

with low nM potency, and has since advanced to clinical trials for the treatment of 

hematological malignancies in humans.
20

 

In eukaryotes, the regulated hydrolysis of cellular proteins is mediated by a 

ubiquitous macromolecular enzymatic complex, the 26S proteasome.
21

 The proteasome 

acts as the central hub of cellular catabolism, mediating cellular processes such as cell 

cycle control, cell differentiation, immune response, amino acid recycling, and 

apoptosis; consequently, its disruption by genetic mutation or small molecule inhibitors 

has significant deleterious effects via multiple downstream pathways.
21

 To underscore 

its universal role, inhibition of the proteasome has been explored in the treatment of 

diverse maladies such as cancer,
22-24

 viruses,
22,23

 stroke,
22

 cardiovascular disease,
24

 

inflammation,
22

 and transplant rejection.
25

 To date, however, just one proteasome 

inhibitor (PI), bortezomib (Velcade®), has been FDA approved, where it is prescribed 

for the hematological malignancies multiple myeloma (MM), as front-line treatment, 
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and refractory mantle cell lymphoma (MCL).
26

 Despite the successes of bortezomib 

therapy, many patients are intrinsically resistant to bortezomib and most patients that do 

respond eventually develop resistance.
27

 Therefore the discovery and development of 

new proteasome inhibitors such as salinosporamide A is of the utmost importance.  

 

1.2: The Eukaryotic Ubiquitin-26S Proteasome System 

The 2.5 megadalton eukaryotic 26S proteasome is comprised of a 700 kDa 20S 

core particle and the 19S regulatory base and lid (Figure 1.1A).
28

 The 20S core particle 

contains four heptameric rings stacked in a cylindrical 7777 arrangement.
21

 Each  

and -subunit per heptameric ring is unique, necessitating 14 genes for the 20S core 

alone. The -subunits act as the exterior structural scaffold while the interior -subunits 

catalyze proteolytic activity. Upon assembly, prosequences of the proteolytic -subunits 

are autocatalytically removed yielding the N-terminal Thr1 residue, which serves as the 

nucleophile for proteolytic hydrolysis. Only three of the seven -subunits in each 

heptameric ring are catalytically active; the PSMB6 encoded 1-subunits possess 

caspase-like activity (C-L), the PSMB7 encoded 2-subunits possess trypsin-like 

activity (T-L), and the PSMB5 encoded 5-subunits possess chymotrypsin-like activity 

(CT-L). The designation of CT-L, T-L, and C-L activity refers to the character of the P1 

residue, the amino acid side chain immediately to the N-terminal side of the point of 

proteolysis (Figure 1.2). This specificity is largely controlled by the S1 binding pocket, 

the cavity in which the P1 residue resides.
29

 Mammals additionally possess -interferon 
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inducible 1i, 2i and 5i, which replace the constitutively expressed 1, 2 and 5, 

respectively.
21

  

 

  

 

Figure 1.1. Structural architecture of the proteasome. (A) The eukaryotic 26S 

proteasome is comprised of the 20S core particle and 19S regulatory particle. Within the 

20S core, seven distinct  (blue) and seven distinct  (red) subunits are used per 

heptameric ring. Only three -subunits, 5, 2, and 1 are catalytically active. A 

heterohexemer of ATPases (green) and other regulatory proteins (yellow) form the 19S 

regulatory particle (B) The actinobacterial proteasome 20S core is typically comprised 

of a single  (blue) and single  (red) subunit. While no regulatory particle is known for 

the actinobacterial system, a homohexamer of ATPases (green) is believed to associate 

with the 20S core for substrate unfolding. 

 

 

 

The 19S structure serves as the gate-keeper of the catalytic 20S core particle for 

the recognition and unfolding of polyubiquitinated substrates. Proteins destined for 

proteasome-mediated destruction in eukaryotic cells are covalently tagged with 

ubiquitin (Ub), a small protein modifier. Ub is transferred to Lys residues on the target 
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protein by a cascade of three enzymes, E1, E2, and E3 (Figure 1.3A). Ub bears a 

conserved C-terminal GG motif. The terminal glycine -carboxylate group is first 

adenylated by E1 and then transferred to an E1 cysteine residue. The Ub-thioester is 

then transferred to an E2 cysteine. E2 transfers Ub to a target protein Lys, with the aide 

of E3 which recognizes the protein substrate, forming an isopeptide linkage. Ub may 

also be transferred to another Ub forming a poly-Ub chain, which signals the substrate 

protein for acceptance by the 19S regulatory cap and subsequent proteasomal 

degradation. The quantity and specificity of ubiquitinating enzymes increases from E1 

to E3. Only two E1 isoforms are known in humans, while there are over 30 E2’s and 

300 E3’s.
30

 The ubiquitin-proteasome system has been well studied and extensively 

reviewed.
28,31

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Proteasome substrate and binding pocket nomenclature. The amino acid 

directly to the N-terminal side of the point of proteolysis is termed the P1 residue. The 

P1 residue fits into the S1 binding pocket of the proteasome. Residue and pocket 

numbers increase toward the N-terminus. Residues and pockets on the C-terminal side 

of the point of hydrolysis are numbered P1´ and S1´ and numbering increases toward 

the C-terminus. 
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Figure 1.3. Covalent protein modification systems signaling for proteasomal 

destruction. (A) The Ubiquitin-proteasome system. Poly-ubiquitination of cellular 

proteins, catalyzed by the cascade of E1, E2 and E3 enzymes, assigns substrate proteins 

for 26S proteasomal degradation. (B) The PUPylation system in actinobacteria. The C-

terminal Gln of PUP may first be deamidated by PUP deamidase (Dop), then covalently 

linked to a substrate Lys by PUP ligase (PafA). 

 

 

 

1.3: Proteasomes in Prokaryotes 

 

Archaea and the high GC-content Gram-positive actinobacteria also possess a 

simplified 20S proteasome.
29

 Although eubacteria outside of the actinobacteria do not 

typically possess a proteasome, one Gram-negative bacterium of the phylum 

Nitrospirae was found to have proteasome encoding genes, likely from horizontal gene 

transfer with an actinobacteria.
32

 Both archaea and actinobacteria possess 20S core 

particles in which the seven  and seven -subunits are identical and therefore all 
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possess the same catalytic activity (Figure 1.1B). Occasionally a second copy of the  

and/or -subunit is also present, but the significance is not understood.
21,33

 Prokaryotes 

lack the complex 19S regulatory lid complex. However, recent reports have illustrated 

that a hexameric ring of ATPases analogous to those in the eukaryotic 19S proteasome 

associate with the 20S core particle, likely with the role of substrate unfolding.
34

 

Proteasome inhibition or deletion of the archaeal proteasome related genes results in 

reduced growth rate, especially under stress conditions such as nitrogen limitation, low-

salt stress, or thermal stress.
33

 A complete abolishment of proteasome activity in vivo 

precludes cell viability. In contrast to eukaryotes, eubacterial proteasome function is not 

essential for survival, likely due to a redundancy of proteolytic machinery.
35

  

The archaea and actinobacteria have distinct but analogous post-translational 

modification systems which target proteins for destruction. The archaea use small 

archaeal modifying proteins (SAMPs)
33

 and the actinobacteria use a prokaryotic 

ubiquitin-like protein (PUP).
36

 The discovery of PUP in 2008 shifted the prevailing 

theory on the role of the proteasome in actinobacteria from one of non-specific protein 

hydrolysis to an ordered system of protein degradation (Figure 1.3B).
37,38

 Despite the 

analogous roles of the Ub and PUPylation systems, there are many striking differences. 

Unlike Ub, PUP is intrinsically disordered.
39,40

 The C-terminal half of PUP binds to the 

AAA ATPase while the N-terminal half facilitates substrate unfolding.
34,41

 Unlike the 

C-terminal di-glycine motif of ubiquitin, most actinobacteria encode a PUP protein 

ending in a C-terminal Gly-Gly-Gln motif (PUP-GGQ). Gln must first be deamidated 

by the ATP dependent PUP deamidase (also known as Dop, deamidase of PUP) enzyme 
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to form PUP-GGE.
42-44

 This step is unnecessary in some actinobacteria, including 

Salinispora tropica, as the genome codes for PUP-GGE. The Glu -carboxylate group is 

then adenylated and covalently tethered to the -amino group of a Lys residue on the 

target protein by PUP ligase (or PafA, proteasome associating factor A).
44,45

 Although 

deamidation of PUP-GGQ to PUP-GGE is unneeded in several actinobacteria, Dop is 

highly conserved. This conservation may be explained by a more recently described 

secondary function for Dop, dePUPylation, which may recycle PUP or rescue 

PUPylated protein.
46,47

 

To elucidate which actinobacterial proteins are PUPylated for proteasomal 

dedgradation, His-tagged-PUP encoding genes have been incorporated into 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Mycobacterium smegmatis.
48-50

 These studies have 

identified many proteins to be PUPylated, typically at a single Lys residue. No 

conserved sequence or structural motif has yet been identified at the PUPylation site. As 

opposed to Ub, poly-PUPylation has also not been observed. In M. smegmatis 41 

proteins were identified as being PUPylated with 38 being homologous to proteins 

found in M. tuberculosis.
49

 Most are involved in intermediary metabolism and cellular 

respiration pathways such as glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, lipid metabolism, and 

virulence, detoxification, and adaptation. Superoxide dismutase, involved in the 

removal of toxic superoxide radicals, was one of the first identified PUPylation 

substrates. Many of the PUPylated proteins were encoded from gene clusters, indicating 

pathway specific regulation. Further analysis of the M. smegmatis PUPylome revealed 

that several mycolic acid biosynthesis enzymes were PUPylated.
48

 Fifty-five PUPylated 
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proteins were identified in M. tuberculosis.
50

 PUPylated proteins such as isocitrate 

lyase, inositol-1-phosphate synthase, Mtb response regulator A, and phosphate response 

regulator P are linked to pathogenesis. Little is currently known about the regulation of 

the PUPylome. No PUPylation studies have been explored in prolific natural product 

producing organisms such as the Streptomyces. An attempt to reconstitute the 

PUPylation pathway in E. coli, which lacks the 20S proteasome and PUP machinery, by 

addition of PUP-GGE and PafA encoding genes resulted in the PUPylation of 51 E. coli 

proteins.
51

 This provides evidence that no additional enzymes are needed for 

PUPylation.  

 

 

1.4: Proteasome Inhibitors 

 

1.4.1: Covalent Inhibitors. 

 

Many small molecule inhibitors of 20S proteasome function, both synthetically 

prepared and naturally produced, have been discovered. The predominant structural 

theme of PIs is a short peptide-like substrate mimic with an electrophilic modification 

to covalently capture the N-terminal Thr1O

 of one or more of the catalytic -subunits. 

Examples of electrophilic warheads include the reversibly inhibiting aldehydes and 

boronic acids, or the irreversibly inhibiting vinyl sulfones and epoxyketones. Potency 

and selectivity for each inhibitor is determined both by the nature of the electrophile and 

the interactions of the inhibitor with the active site binding pockets.
26,52

 While the P1/S1 

interaction is often considered the primary determinant of specificity, distal binding 

pockets may also influence substrate selectivity and inhibition potency.
52
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The peptide aldehydes were originally identified as inhibitors of serine and 

cysteine proteases. Calpain inhibitor I (1, Ac-Leu-Leu-Nle-al or ALLN) (Figure 1.4) 

and II were later found to inhibit proteasome activity as well. Another synthetic 

aldehyde, MG132 (2) has been extensively utilized as a probe of proteasome 

activity.
22,23

 Aldehydes forms a reversible hemiacetal with Thr1O

 (Figure 1.5).

53,54
 

However, the reactive aldehyde results in oxidation and cross-reactivity, preventing the 

use of this class in therapy.
22,23

 Leupeptin (3, N-acetyl-L-Leu-L-Leu-L-Arg-al), a 

naturally produced peptide aldehyde from various Streptomycetes,
55,56

 bears a positively 

charged arginine P1 residue thereby preferentially inhibiting T-L activity
54,57

 while 

fellutamide B (4), produced by the fungus Penicillium fallutanum, inhibits CT-L 

activity at low nM concentrations.
58

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.4. Structures of proteasome inhibitors discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 1.4. Structures of proteasome inhibitors discussed in Chapter 1, continued. 
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Figure 1.5. Covalent attachment mechanism for several classes of proteasome 

inhibitors to Thr1 of the proteasome -subunit.  

 

 

 

Michael-type electrophiles such as vinyl sulfones, vinyl esters, and vinyl amides 

result in an irreversible covalent linkage to Thr1O

. While less reactive than the peptide 

aldehydes, they also display cross-reactivity to other proteases.
22

 Naturally produced 

examples include the syrbactins, which include syringolin A (5) isolated Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. Syringae and glidobactin A (6) isolated from a strain of Polyangium 

brachysporum.
59,60

 Syringolin A binds to all three active -subunits, while glidobactin 

A binds only to 2 and 5.
61
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The synthetic boronates are the most clinically successful class of PIs to date. 

Boronates act as an electron acceptor, forming reversible tetrahedral boronic esters with 

Thr1O

. The boronic acid analog of MG132, MG262 (Z-LLL-B(OH)2), showed 

promising activity when it was shown to be 100-fold more potent than MG132.
62

 

Bortezomib (7, Velcade®) became the first and only PI approved by the FDA for 

treatment of MM in 2003 and MCL in 2006.
23

 Bortezomib primarily inhibits the 5-

subunit with low nM potency but also inhibits the 1-subunit to a lesser extent.
63

 

Despite its high potency, bortezomib possesses several drawbacks.
64

 Side effects 

observed during bortezomib therapy include severe thrombocytopenia and peripheral 

neuropathy.
65

 Bortezomib must also be dosed intravenously and is susceptible to innate 

and acquired resistance. Second generation PIs seek to improve upon one or more of 

these deleterious characteristics. Millennium Pharmaceuticals is developing the orally 

available prodrug MLN9708, which hydrolyzes in vivo to the active MLN2238 (8),
66

 

and Teva Pharmaceutical Industries (formerly Cephalon, Inc.) is developing the orally 

available CEP-18770 (9).
67,68

 MLN9708 is currently in phase I for solid tumors and 

phase II for hematological malignancies.
69

 CEP-18770 is more potent than bortezomib
68

 

and as of 2010 was in phase I clinical trials for solid tumors and non-Hodgkins 

lymphoma.
23,63

 

The first highly potent and selective epoxyketone proteasome inhibitors were 

discovered from actinobacteria, epoxomicin (10) from actinomycete strain Q996-17
70

 

and eponemycin (11) from Streptomyces hygroscopicus No. P247-71.
71

 Epoxyketones 

bind irreversibly to the -subunit first by hemiacetal formation between Thr1O

 the PI 
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ketone, followed by attack of the epoxide by the N-terminus of the -subunit resulting 

in a stable morpholino ring.
22

 This intricate mechanism provides minimal cross-

reactivity against other proteases such as trypsin, chymotrypsin, and cathepsin
72

 as the 

mechanism is specific for hydrolases with N-terminal nucleophiles.
73

 Epoxomicin 

irreversibly binds to all three active -subunits, but most potently to the 5-subunit. 

Epoxyketone warhead PIs have also been isolated from the marine environment. The 

carmaphycins, isolated from the marine cyanobacteria Symploca sp., also possess the 

epoxyketone warhead and feature a unique methionine sulfoxide (carmaphycin A, (12)) 

or methionine sulfone (carmaphycin B, (13)) at the P2 position which may increase 

potency by hydrogen bonding within the S2 proteasome pocket.
74

 Two synthetic 

epoxomicin derivatives, carfilzomib
75

 (14) and the orally bioactive ONX-0912
76,77

 (15, 

recently named Oprozomib and formerly PR-047), both developed by Onxy 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., (formerly Proteolix, Inc.) are irreversible inhibitors of CT-L 

activity of the 20S proteasome. Carfilzomib is currently in phase III clinical trials for 

multiple myeloma, as a single agent or in synergy with lenalidomide and 

dexamethasone.
78

 Phase 1b and II trials are also underway for solid tumors. A new drug 

application for carfilzomib was filed in the fall of 2011. ONX-0912 is currently in phase 

I clinical trials for multiple myeloma and solid tumors.
79

  

Lactacystin (16), isolated from Streptomyces sp.,
80

 was the first natural product 

identified as a proteasome inhibitor. Initially noted to induce neuritogenesis in murine 

neuroblastoma cell lines, it was shown to inhibit all three -subunit but most potently 

the 5-subunit.
81

 The natural product was found to act as a prodrug with spontaneous -
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lactone formation to clasto-lactacystin -lactone (17),
82

 also referred to as omuralide,
83

 

at pH 8. Salinosporamide A (18) and B (19) are structurally similar -lactam--lactone 

proteasome inhibitors isolated from the marine actinomycete Salinispora tropica.
14,18,19

 

Differing only in chlorination of the ethyl side chain extending from C-2 of the -

lactam, salinosporamide A displays 1000-fold greater in vivo potency compared to 

salinosporamide B.
84

 Crystallographic analysis of both compounds bound to the 20S 

proteasome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae revealed that while both -lactones undergo 

attack to form esters, as for omuralide, salinosporamide A undergoes a secondary halide 

displacement to generate the stable cylic ether which blocks hydrolysis of the covalent 

Thr1 ester linkage (Figure 1.6).
85

 Salinosporamide A (Marizomib or NPI-0052, Nereus 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) was undergoing several phase I clinical trials against solid and 

hematological malignancies as of 2010.
63

 It is also the first clinical agent to be produced 

by saline fermentation.
20

 One drawback of the -lactone pharmacophore is its 

susceptibility to rapid hydrolysis at physiological pH as the resulting acid does not 

possess inhibitory activity.
86

  

The cinnabaramides (20), isolated from Streptomyces sp. JS360, also bear a 

close resemblance to the salinosporamides, sharing the -lactam--lactone core, the 

non-proteinogenic cyclohexenylalanine P1 amino acid, and potent CT-L proteasome 

inhibition.
87

 Belactosin A (21) and C were isolated from Streptomyces sp. UCK14 and 

reported to possess antiproliferative activity against HeLa S3 cells.
88

 The mechanism of 

activity was later determined to be inhibition of CT-L activity of the 20S proteasome 

via Thr1 attack of the -lactone.
89

 Homobelactosin C (22), a synthetic belactosin 
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derivative, is significantly more potent with low nM in vivo inhibition of human colon 

cancer cells.
89

 While homobelactosin C shares the mechanism of covalent attachment of 

Thr1 to the -lactone, the aminocarbonyl binds to the S1’ site and the majority of the 

molecule extends into the primed S pockets.
90

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.6. Mechanism of irreversible inhibition of the proteasome by salinosporamide 

A. As with other -lactone inhibitors (Figure 1.5), binding is initiated by Thr1O

 attack 

of the -lactone. However, subsequent displacement of chloride results in cyclic ether 

formation, creating a structural barrier against ester hydrolysis which renders the 

inhibitor irreversibly bound. 

 

 

 

A total of six PIs mentioned above are either FDA approved or currently in 

clinical trials for the treatment of malignancies.
63,65

 A comparison of these PIs is found 

in Table 1.1. All six PIs primarily target Thr1O

 of the 5-subunit. The development 

status of these PIs has recently been reviewed
63,65

 and many thorough reviews of all 

known PI structures and catalytic mechanisms are currently available.
22,23,26,91
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Table 1.1. Properties of proteasome inhibitors explored for the treatment of 

malignancies. 
a
NI – Not inhibitory, 

b
Estimated from graph, 

c
Inhibition of CT-L activity 

includes 5 and 5i subunits 

 
Inhibitor Electrophile Developed by P1 residue Reversibility Subunit target Ref.  

Bortezomib (7) Boronate 
Millennium 

Pharmaceuticals 
Leucine Reversible 

IC50 (nM):                                 

5 - 7.9, 2 - 
590                                

1 - 53 

#64 

MLN2238 (8) Boronate 
Millennium 

Pharmaceuticals 
Leucine Reversible 

IC50 (nM):                                 

5 - 3.4, 2 - 
3500                                 

1 - 31 

#66 

CEP-18770 (9) Boronate 
Teva 

Pharmaceutical 
Industries 

Leucine 
Slowly 

reversible 

IC50 (nM):               

5 - 3.5                      

2 - > 100                                   

1 – NI
a
 

#67 

Carfilzomib (14) Epoxyketone 
Onyx 

Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc. 

Leucine Irreversible 

Kinact/Ki (M-1 

S-1):  5 - 
33,000            

2 - < 100             

1 - < 100 

#75 

ONX 0912 (15) Epoxyketone 
Onyx 

Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc. 

Phenylalanine Irreversible 

IC50 (nM):
b,c

                        

5 - ~10              

2, 1 – NI @ 
50 

#77 

Salinosporamide 
A (18) 

-lactone 

Nereus 
Pharmaceuticals, 

Inc. 

Hydroxy-
cyclohexenyl-

alanine 
Irreversible 

IC50 (nM):                  

5 - 3.5                   

2 - 28                           

1 - 430 

#64 

 

 

 

1.4.2: Non-covalent and Non-competitive Inhibitors. 

 

Non-covalent inhibitors of the proteasome active sites have also been reported. 

The TMC-95 compounds were isolated from the fungi Apiospora montangnei Sacc. TC 

1093.
92

 These compounds competitively binds to all three -subunits via non-covalent 

hydrogen bonding interactions at nanomolar concentrations.
93

 TMC-95a (23) is 

selective for the proteasome as no inhibition has been observed for m-calpain, cathepsin 

L or trypsin.
92

  

Several allosteric effectors of proteasome activity that bind away from the active 

sites have been recently been reported. PR-39 is a 39 amino acid peptide, originally 

isolated from pig intestines,
94

 found to be a reversible, non-competitive inhibitor of the 
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7 subunit of the 20S proteasome. It is believed to interfere with 26S assembly from 

19S and 20S components.
95,96

 The primary sequence is highly enriched in proline (P) 

and arginine (R) residues. Fragmentation analysis revealed that only the first eleven N-

terminal amino acids (PR-11) are required for activity.
97

 Additional mutational analysis 

of PR-11 revealed that a positive charge on the three N-terminal amino acids imparts 

activity.
98

 Substitution with alanine at one or more of these residues resulted in an 

additive loss in activity. PR-39 has been shown to induce angiogenesis in cell cultures 

and mice and possess anti-inflammatory activity.
95,96

 It also stimulated angiogenesis by 

increasing cellular HIF-1 protein levels via inhibition of ubiquitin dependent 

proteasomal degradation.
96

 Anti-inflammatory activity resulted from inhibition of IB 

degradation which in turn prevents activation of NFB-dependent gene expression, yet 

overall proteasomal protein degradation is not impaired.
95

 While it is not a druggable 

compound, PR-39 may serve as a lead for the development of proteasome assembly 

inhibitors.  

The anti-malarial drug chloroquine (24) was reported to inhibit both eukaryotic 

and archaeal 20S proteasomes.
99

 NMR experiments identified chloroquine as uniquely 

binding between the  and  subunits. Binding distal from the active sites was 

confirmed by the simultaneous binding of MG132. However, chloroquine is clinically 

irrelevant as it only inhibits the proteasome at high M concentrations. A screening of 

compounds with the chloroquine pharmacophore identified 5-amino-8-

hydroxyquinoline (25, 5AHQ) as a more potent inhibitor of the 20S proteasome with an 

IC50 was low to sub µM range.
100

 5AHQ inhibited CT-L proteasome activity (T-L and 
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C-L activities were not tested) in both intact cells and cellular extracts of various 

myeloma and leukemia cell lines. Oral administration in mice was shown to inhibit 

tumor growth and cell death was also preferentially induced in cancerous cells. 5AHQ 

was found to act as a non-competitive inhibitor of the 7 subunit in NMR experiments 

with the 7-7 “half-proteasome”. However, it has yet to be verified that it does not also 

bind to any -subunits or if there are other cellular targets of 5AHQ. 5AHQ shows 

promising activity in many bortezomib resistant cell lines resulting from 5-subunit 

mutation or overexpression
101,102

 and no resistance has been observed yet to 5AHQ, 

which remains effective in bortezomib resistant cell lines.
101,103

  

 

1.5: Biosynthesis of the Salinosporamides and Analogs 

 Bioactive natural products often possess intricate and unique chemical 

structures. In the study of biosynthesis, the objective is to understand how organisms 

assemble natural products from common chemical building blocks utilizing enzymatic 

or spontaneous transformations. Many natural products are produced by a variable 

assembly-line mechanism. Polyketide synthases (PKSs) are analogous to the fatty acid 

synthases which chain together two carbon monomers by decarboxylative Claisen 

condensation reactions.
3
 However, unlike fatty acid synthases, PKSs generate chemical 

diversity by incorporating variable starter units and extender units and by differential 

reduction of each incorporated ketide segments.
3
 Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 

(NRPSs) incorporate amino acid monomers, including those of a non-proteinogenic 
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origin, to form peptides which may additionally be modified by processes such as 

methylation, epimerization, dehydration, and cyclization.
3
  

One consequence of this assembly-line style biosynthesis is that many natural 

products are produced as a family of highly similar compounds. The PKS or NRPS 

machinery may allow flexibility in the incorporation of PKS extender units or amino 

acids, respectively, as well as differential activity of tailoring enzymes.
3
 A solid 

understanding of a natural product’s biosynthesis may also allow for the production of 

novel “unnatural products” in a process termed mutasynthesis, in which biosynthetic 

genes are manipulated and unnatural biosynthetic precursors are introduced. The 

objectives of expanding structural diversity within a natural product family by 

mutasynthesis are similar to those of the traditional medicinal chemist: improving 

potency, reducing toxicity, circumventing resistance mechanisms and eliminating off-

target effects. Knowledge of how biosynthetic pathways are regulated may also allow 

us to activate or increase production of natural products which cannot be practically 

produced by organic synthesis. Biosynthetic genes may even be cloned from the natural 

producing organism and inserted into a host organism for greater production. This was 

famously achieved in the case of the antimalarial drug artemisinin, in which genes 

required for the biosynthesis of artemesinic acid, a precursor to artemisinin, were 

transplanted from the sweet wormwood plant (Artemisia annua) into yeast 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae), resulting in a substantial decrease in the production cost of 

this drug.
104

 The following is a broad overview of salinosporamide biosynthesis. My 

extensive efforts to characterize one specific enzymatic transformation in this pathway, 
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the oxidation of 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribose by the enzyme SalM, are the subject of 

Chapter 2 of my dissertation. 

Salinispora tropica produces a suite of -lactam--lactone natural product PIs 

differing in the substitution at C-2 of the -lactam ring. The salinosporamides originate 

from a mixed PKS/NRPS assembly (Figure 1.7) which incorporates three core building 

blocks: the nonproteinogenic amino acid cyclohexenylalanine, an acetyl-CoA PKS 

starter unit, and a variable PKS extender unit.
105

 Salinosporamides with methyl 

(salinosporamide D, 26), ethyl (B, 19), propyl (E, 27), and chloroethyl (A, 18) 

substitutions have been isolated which incorporate methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, and 

chloroethyl-malonyl-CoA PKS extender units, respectively. The unsubstituted -lactone 

ring, the product of malonyl-CoA incorporation, was not identified in S. tropica. 

However, this analog, salinosporamide K (28), was isolated from “Salinispora 

pacifica” CNT-133.
13

 “S. pacifica” CNT-133 also produced salinosporamide D but not 

B indicating that the extender unit AT domain requires shorter or unsubstituted extender 

units. This is opposed to the extender unit AT domain of S. tropica which requires 

substituted extender units. 
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Figure 1.7. Organization of the biosynthetic gene cluster for the salinosporamides in S. 

tropica CNB-440. (A) This biosynthetic gene cluster encodes for the biosynthesis of 

salinosporamides A, B, D, and E. Genes are color-coded based on function. The genes 

required for the core PKS/NRPS genes (red), the shared cyclohexenylalanine (gray) and 

the salinosporamide A specific chloroethylmalonyl-CoA (blue) biosynthesis are present. 

(B) Domain analysis of the SalA multi-domain type I polyketide synthase and the SalB 

non-ribosomal peptide synthetase didomain. The ATL domain of SalA loads an acetyl-

CoA starter unit and the AT1 domain loads a 2-substututed malonyl-CoA extender unit, 

such as chloroethylmalonyl-CoA. The SalB non-ribosomal peptide synthetase A2 

domain adenylates and loads cyclohexenylalanine. 

 

 

 

 Salinosporamide A incorporates the unprecedented chloroethylmalonyl-CoA 

PKS extender unit which substantially increases its potency as a PI relative to the other 

salinosporamides. Biosynthesis of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA PKS extender unit (Figure 

1.8A) is initiated by the nucleophilic chlorination of S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) 

by the chlorinase enzyme SalL.
106

 SalL bears sequence homology to the 36% identical 
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fluorinase enzyme FlA of the fluoroacetate producing Streptomyces cattleya.
107

 In both 

pathways, adenine is then removed from the 5-halo-5-deoxyadenosine by the action of a 

purine nucleoside phosphorylase, SalT or FlB.
108

 At this point, the two pathways 

diverge. The biosynthesis of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA was characterized by a 

combination of bioinformatics analysis, in vivo gene replacement and chemical 

complementation, and in vitro enzyme characterization (in the cases of SalL,
95

 SalG,
108

 

and SalM
109

). Our understanding of the terminal reaction, reductive carboxylation of 

chlorocrotonyl-CoA, arose from the recharacterization of the crotonyl-CoA reductase 

(CCR) enzymes as also possessing carboxylase functionality.
110

 Carboxylation of ,-

unsaturated-CoA thioesters results in the formation of 2-substituted malonyl-CoA PKS 

extender units.
111

 Through gene inactivation experiments, it was determined that the 

housekeeping CCR enzyme Strop_3612 is sufficient to generate the ethylmalonyl-CoA 

derived salinosporamide B (Figure 1.8B). The salinosporamide gene cluster encoded 

CCR enzyme SalG was shown to be solely responsible for synthesis of 

choroethylmalonyl-CoA as well as propionyl-CoA.
108,112

 Longer C6-C8 2-alkenoates 

were not incorporated into salinosporamides. However, in the production of 

cinnabaramide A from Streptomyces sp. JS360, the SalG homolog CinF catalyzes the 

reductive carboxylation of oct-2-enoyl-CoA to from hexylmalonyl-CoA, leading to the 

C6 alkyl chain at C-2 of the -lactam.
113
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Figure 1.8. Biosynthesis of polyketide synthase extender units. (A) The 

chloroethylmalonyl-CoA biosynthetic pathway encoded within the salinosporamide 

biosynthetic gene cluster of S. tropica CNB-440. The SalM reaction (dashed line) is the 

subject of Chapter 2. (B) The ethylmalonyl-CoA biosynthetic pathway. 

 

 

 

 As the halide leaving group of salinosporamide A renders this PI significantly 

more potent than the non-halogenated salinosporamides, it would be advantageous to 

selectively overproduce salinosporamide A by upregulating the incorporation of the 

chloroethylmalonyl-CoA extender unit. A selective doubling of salinosporamide A 

production was accomplished via upregulation the LuxR-type regulator SalR2.
114

 SalR2 

activates two operons, one of which encodes the chlorinase gene salL, the first 

committed step of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA, and therefore salinosporamide A, 

biosynthesis. The increased production of salinosporamide A by chloroethylmalonyl-

CoA upregulation revealed that PKS extender unit incorporation of the 

salinosporamides may be dictated by the supply of extender units. 
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The complete biosynthetic pathway of the cyclohexenylalanine amino acid has 

not been conclusively established, but it does utilize the recently described prephenate 

decarboxylase SalX (Figure 1.9).
115

 Inactivation of the salX gene abolished production 

of the salinosporamides. Chemical complementation of the salX strain with alternative 

amino acids afforded the mutasynthetically derived compounds
90,91

 salinosporamides 

X1-X7 (29-35), as well as the previously synthesized antiprotealide (36).
116

 With the 

exception of salinosporamide X7, all P1 modifications reduced in vivo potency and in 

vitro CT-L inhibition. However, salinosporamide X7 (35, Figure 1.4) had equipotent 

activity in vitro and 3-fold more potency against the HCT-116 cell line than the parent 

compound. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9. Biosynthesis of cyclohexenylalanine. SalX catalyzes the non-aromatizing 

decarboxylation of prephenate to the endocyclic diene dihydro-4-

hydroxyphenylpyruvate (H2HPP), followed by spontaneous isomerization to the 

exocyclic diene H2HPP. The following steps have yet to be elucidated but are believed 

to require transamination by the aminotransferase SalW which may also catalyze 

dehydration through the conjugated system.  

 

 

1.6: Proteasome Inhibition in Cancer Therapy 
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Proteasome inhibitors have flourished as anticancer agents because they potently 

and preferentially induce apoptosis in certain malignant cell types. The natural product 

lactacystin was first identified to induce apoptosis in the human monoblast U937 cell 

line
117

 while chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells were found to be significantly more 

sensitive to lactacystin-induced TNF-mediated apoptosis than were normal human 

lymphocytes.
118

 Tumor growth was also suppressed in vivo by proteasome inhibition in 

mouse models of Burkitt’s lymphoma and the induction of apoptosis preferentially 

targeted cancerous cells.
119

 Finding that malignant cells were more susceptible to PI-

induced apoptosis lead to speculation that malignant cells may rely more heavily on 

proteasomal degradation for survival.
120

 Elevated proteasome expression has indeed 

been observed in neoplastic cells, including various types of leukemia, indicating that 

increased proteasome activity is required to maintain survival during rapid 

proliferation.
121

 Defects in ubiquitinating and deubiquitinating enzymes have also been 

linked to certain cancers.
24

 Basal proteasome activities have been shown to differ 

among cell lines and correlate to intrinsic bortezomib sensitivity
102

 with cells 

intrinsically resistant to bortezomib displaying higher CT-L and C-L activities.
102,122

 

However, while basal proteasome activities may serve as an indicator of intrinsic 

resistance, there is no evidence that they serve as a predictor of acquired resistance.  

The specific mechanism by which proteasome inhibition translates into 

anticancer therapy is complex and may vary depending on the specific transformation. 

While many biochemical pathways have been identified to be affected, the unifying 

theme is that proteasome inhibition diminishes the degradation of regulatory proteins.
24
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Inhibition of the NF-B pathway is a frequently sited consequence of proteasome 

inhibition. Functional proteasomes are required to degrade IB, an inhibitor of NF-B 

function. Proteasome inhibition allows IB levels to rise, thereby inhibiting NF-B 

which leads to a decreased production of antiapoptotic factors, angiogenic factors and 

apoptosis inhibitors.
24

 As the NF-B pathway is activated by many chemotherapeutic 

agents, PIs such as bortezomib may, when used in combination therapy, increase the 

effectiveness of such drugs.
123

 Proteasome inhibition has also been reported to cause 

disregulation of cyclins, cyclin-dependent kinases and other cell cycle regulatory 

proteins that disrupt cell division. Proteasome inhibition may favor apoptosis by 

stabilizing proapoptotic proteins such as Bax and p53 while reducing antiapoptotic 

proteins such as the Bcl-2-family proteins.
24,123

 Additionally, antitumor activity has 

been attributed to the formation of reactive oxygen species and aggresomes, the 

unfolded protein response, the intrinsic mitochondrial apoptotic pathway, the death 

receptor pathway, and ER stress response pathway.
24

 For more detailed reviews on the 

mechanisms of action of PIs in cancer therapy, see the following reviews.
24,120,123,124

  

 

1.7: Resistance to Proteasome Inhibitors  

1.7.1: Introduction to Proteasome Inhibitor Resistance. 

Despite bortezomib being more efficacious than other chemotherapeutic agents 

in the treatment of certain hematological malignancies, as many as 65% of patients do 

not respond and all patients eventually see progression of the disease.
125

 Why some 

patients are intrinsically resistant and the rest ultimately acquire resistance is poorly 
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understood. Many recent studies have greatly improved our understanding of PI 

resistance by establishing cell lines of various malignancies that are resistant to 

bortezomib.
101-103,126-132

 The results of these studies are summarized here. 

1.7.2: Multidrug Resistance. 

One generalist strategy for drug resistance is achieved through multidrug 

resistance (MDR) efflux pumps. Resistance to the peptidyl aldehyde ALLN in Chinese 

hamster ovary cells was reportedly caused by the upregulation of P-glycoprotein (Pgp) 

transmembrane pump via upregulation of the encoding multidrug resistance gene 

mdr1.
133

 This verified that Pgp could export linear peptides, the primary structural 

scaffold of most PIs. Another MDR pump, MRP1, was later established to export 

hydrophobic linear peptides as well.
134

 Over-expression of MRP1 lead to multidrug 

resistance, which included ALLN, in various cancer cell lines used.
134

 Acute myeloid 

leukemia cell lines over-expressing Pgp were shown to display slight (~2X) bortezomib 

resistance whereas cell lines overexpressing MRP1 were not resistant.
135

 However, no 

additional reports have attributed MDR resistance to bortezomib, and several studies 

have ruled it out,
102,103,126-128

 suggesting that multi-drug resistance is not a significant 

factor in PI resistance. 

1.7.3: Changes in Proteasome Subunit Levels. 

To elucidate other potential PI resistance mechanisms, bortezomib resistant cell 

lines have been established by chronic exposure to increasing concentrations of the 

PI.
101-103,126-132

 Table A1.1 summarizes the results of these studies. The results, while far 

from uniform, illustrate a common theme: upregulation of proteasome subunits and/or 

mutation of the 5-subunit encoding gene PSMB5. Upregulation at both the mRNA 
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transcription and protein translation level have been observed. The maximum 

bortezomib tolerance achieved and the time required for development of resistance 

varied widely by cell line. The data presented in Table A1.1 come from PI resistant 

lines which were established and analyzed by multiple groups. The table represents the 

level of detail and quantification provided by the authors of these studies. 

Alterations in mRNA transcription of the 5-subunit encoding PSMB5 gene 

have varied from slightly decreased,
103

 to unchanged,
128,131

 to slightly 

increased,
101,127,129

 to substantially increased (5-15 fold).
101,132

 In cases where 

transcription levels of other proteasome related genes were quantified, PSMB6 and 

PSMB7 also varied from unchanged
103

 to a five-fold increase.
101

 Transcription of genes 

related to the 11S immunoproteasome regulatory cap were also upregulated in one 

study.
129

 Oerlemans et al. performed microarray transcriptional analysis on their 30 nM 

and 100 nM bortezomib resistant human monocytic lines as well as their 100 nM 

resistant line after 6 months in absence of bortezomib. No discernible link between gene 

expression and resistance was observed.
103

  

Evaluating proteasomal subunit upregulation at the protein level is a more direct 

measurement of proteasome upregulation. In most case where bortezomib resistance 

was observed, 5-subunit protein levels increased. Although many studies did not 

quantify the change in proteasome subunit protein levels, the degree of 5 increase has 

ranged from minor to as much as 60-fold.
103

 No clear quantitative correlation between 

level of resistance and the extent of 5-subunit expression has been observed.  
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Many of these studies quantified either mRNA or protein levels but not both. In 

cases were both were analyzed,
101,103,129,131,132

 it appears that mRNA transcription levels 

are not a strong indicator of protein expression levels. In one case, PSMB5 transcription 

was unchanged but a 60-fold increase in 5-subunit protein was observed.
103

 Silencing 

of PSMB5 mRNA expression in these cells did prevent upregulation of the 5-subunit 

and restore bortezomib sensitivity and induce apoptosis. In another case, PSMB5 

transcription from 7 nM and 100 nM bortezomib resistant lines increased by 5X and 

15X, respectively, relative to the parental cells.
101

 However, while both showed 5-

subunit protein upregulation relative to the parental line, there was no difference in 

protein concentration between these two resistant cell lines despite the 3-fold difference 

in mRNA transcription. Based on these studies, mRNA transcription levels should not 

be used as a proxy for proteasome content or activity.  

Bortezomib resistant cell lines displayed conflicting regulation of the 

immunoproteasome components. One study found a complete shift in favor of the 19S-

20S proteasome at the expense of the 11S and immunosubunits
126

 while another study 

found upregulation of the 11S and downregulation of the 19S regulatory particle with 

no change in immunosubunit expression.
129

 Franke et al. observed a specific shift away 

from 5i toward 5 in resistant MM cells but no alteration of 5/5i ratio was 

demonstrated in resistant acute lymphoblastic lymphoma cells.
101

 The 11S cap was also 

upregulated in resistant the acute myeloid leukemia cell line.
101

 In a study of three 

bortezomib resistant non-small cell lung cancer lines, two showed upregulation of the 

immunosubunits while the third showed no change.
102

 Taken together, 
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immunoproteasome regulation appears to vary widely among and within bortezomib 

resistant cancer types. 

1.7.4: Proteasome -subunit Mutations. 

Many bortezomib resistant cell lines have been found to possess mutations in the 

5-subunit encoding gene PSMB5. Most of these mutations encode amino acid 

substitutions located in the S1 binding pocket. Substitution of Ala49 with Thr or Val 

has been observed independently in six different studies.
101-103,127,128,130

 Additional S1 

binding pocket mutations include A50V, C52F, M45V, M45I and T21A. X-ray 

crystallographic analysis of bortezomib bound to the 20S proteasome -subunits of the 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae revealed a hydrogen bonding network between bortezomib, a 

structured water molecule, and several amino acid residues of the S1 binding pocket, 

including Ala49, Ala50 and Thr21 (Figure 1.10A).
136

 Although these hydrogen bonding 

interactions originate from backbone atoms, side chain substitutions may alter backbone 

positioning and disrupt the bonding network. Met45 was additionally shown to move 

2.7 Å to accommodate bortezomib’s P1 leucine residue.
136

 Mutation of Met45 may 

diminish binding by constricting the S1 pocket or reducing favorable hydrophobic 

interactions. Cys52 is located behind the S1 binding pocket and may hinder movement 

of Met45. Ala49 is positioned at the entrance of the S1 binding pocket (Figure 1.10B). 

Increasing the size of the side chain may stearically hinder the binding of both inhibitors 

and substrates. Indeed, computational modeling of these mutations showed that they 

should decrease both substrate and inhibitor binding.
101,127

 Cleavage of the fluorogenic 

substrate succinyl-Leu-Leu-Val-Tyr-amc (LLVY-amc) also appears to be reduced in the 
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resistant cell lines. However, no alternative fluorogenic substrates have been tested to 

check for a shift in proteolytic specificity.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.10. Substrate binding analysis of bortezomib and the 5-subunit of the 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 20S proteasome. (A) Dashed lines represent H-bonding with 

distances shown in Å. Mutations observed at Ala49, Ala50 and Thr21 may disrupt H-

bonding and decrease PI binding. Figure adapted from Groll et al.
136

 (B) Crystal 

structure of the S1 binding pocket with bortezomib bound. Image created using PDB 

file 2F16, chain K rendered in PyMol.
137

  

 

 

 

The role of one PSMB5 mutation in acquired PI resistance was verified in T cell 

lymphoblastic lymphoma cells. The parental line was mutated by retroviral infection to 

encode the same A49T seen in the bortezomib resistant line.
127

 These cells were 

resistant to bortezomib induced apoptosis and the inhibition of CT-L activity was 

decreased. The same mutation was also transfected into parental KMS-11 MM cells and 

shown to induce bortezomib resistance, but not to the full extent of KMS-11/BTZ cells 

suggesting that other factors also contribute to resistance.
130
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Mutations were observed at resistance levels as low as 7 nM bortezomib
101

 

which is below the clinically used concentration of 12.5 nM.
126

 Franke et al. showed 

that mutations were observed in cell lines which were developed in as little as four 

months and that upon repeating the bortezomib desensitizing process, the same cell line 

developed a different set of mutations.
101

 They argued that this supports de novo 

mutation as opposed to the selection of preexisting mutations. Although cell lines with 

different mutations varied greatly in their level of bortezomib resistance, it has not been 

conclusively shown in vitro that any specific mutation is fully responsible for the 

acquired level of resistance or that one mutation confers greater resistance than another. 

Few studies have searched for mutations in other proteasome subunits. Ri et al. 

reported no mutations in the 1 or 6 subunit encoding genes
130

 and the study by 

Franke et al. did not find mutations in PSMB6 or PSMB7.
101

 It should also be noted that 

not all bortezomib resistant cell lines contained PSMB5 mutations. MM
132

 and MCL
131

 

cell lines, each resistant to 100 nM bortezomib, were both found to be free of mutations. 

1.7.5: Actinobacterial Self-Resistance to Endogenously Produced PIs. 

Many PIs, including salinosporamide A, lactacystin and epoxomicin, are 

produced by members of the actinobacteria.
91

 As the actinobacteria are the only family 

of eubacteria known to possess 20S proteasome machinery, it raises the question of how 

such potent inhibitors can be produced within an organism that possesses the target 

protein. Sequencing of the complete genome of the salinosporamide producing 

actinobacteria S. tropica CNB-440 revealed a secondary 20S proteasome -subunit 

(SalI) encoded within the salinosporamide biosynthetic gene cluster.
11

 We hypothesized 
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that SalI may function as a target modification resistance mechanism by complexing 

with the lone -subunit to form a salinosporamide resistant 20S proteasome complex. 

My efforts to characterize the biochemical functionality of  SalI and its potential role as 

a self-resistance mechanism are the subject of Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
138

  

1.7.6: Stability of Resistance Phenotype. 

In most cases, acquired bortezomib resistance appears to be a stable 

transformation. In resistant monocytic/macrophage cells transferred to bortezomib free 

media for 7 days, PSMB5 expression was unaltered but 5 levels decreased by 2.5-

fold.
103

 After 6 months, these cells still retained 35-fold bortezomib resistance. 5-

subunit levels and the encoding mRNA both decreased over this time but were rapidly 

restored upon reintroduction of bortezomib.
103

 Rüchrick et al. confirmed that the 

resistance phenotype was stable over 14 days and de Wilt et al. and Lü et al. both 

confirmed resistance after 2 months in the absence of bortezomib.
102,128,129

 However, 

Pérez-Galán et al. reported that resistance to bortezomib, which was not caused by a 5-

subunit mutation, was gradually lost over time as the IC50 increased 80-fold after one 

month in the absence of bortezomib.
131

  

1.7.7: PI Resistance in Human Patients. 

It should be noted that the bortezomib resistance mechanisms discussed above 

were only observed in cell lines. Although the sample size is small, no PSMB5 

mutations have yet been observed in primary patient cell samples.
130,131,139

 Screening 

patients who develop bortezomib resistance for PSMB5 mutations does not appear to be 

common practice in the clinic. Microarray analysis was used on over one hundred 
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patients with myeloma to identify changes in gene regulation which correlated to 

progression of the malignancy.
140

 Several proteasome pathway genes were upregulated 

48 hours after bortezomib was administered in combination with thalidomide and 

dexamethasone relative to treatment with only thalidomide and dexamethasone. These 

genes included PSMD4, encoding one of the non-ATPase 19S regulatory cap proteins, 

and PSMB2, PSMB3, and PSMB4, all encoding non-catalytic 20S -subunits. 

Shaughnessy et al. suggested that this upregulation is due to preferential killing of 

normal plasma cells and survival of cells with existing upregulation as opposed to drug 

induced upregulation in all cells. None of the catalytic -subunit encoding genes were 

found to be differentially regulated. In another study, proteasome activity was 

visualized in primary cells taken from patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia, 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia, and acute myeloid leukemia using fluorescent probes.
141

 

While the stoichiometry of the 1, 2 and 5-subunits remained the same, the activity 

varied even within the same cancer types but remained consistent per patient over 

several weeks. A correlation was observed that in myeloma and non-Hodgkin’s 

lymphoma cells with the lowest (1 + 5) activity levels, relative to 2, were the most 

sensitive to bortezomib.  

1.7.8: Resistance Mechanisms Beyond Proteasome Modification. 

Many of the studies reviewed here explored changes in cellular biochemistry 

beyond the proteasome. Several reports showed that poly-ubiquitinated proteins failed 

to accumulate under bortezomib treatment in resistant lines.
101-103,126,129,130,132

 However, 

poly-Ub proteins did accumulate when bortezomib levels significantly higher than the 
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selective concentration were used.
101-103

 No changes in growth rate or morphology were 

observed for most of the resistant cell lines.
103,127,129

 Balsas et al. observed that resistant 

cells were significantly larger in size and nearly doubled in cellular DNA content.
132

 

Rückrich et al. observed a 75% reduction of total protein biosynthesis,
129

 whereas Ri et 

al. observed no alteration of protein synthesis levels in bortezomib resistant lines.
130

 

Pérez-Galán et al. also observed that intrinsically resistance cells and those which 

acquired resistance were associated with plasmacytic differentiation.
131

 

Many PI resistance mechanisms function independently of alterations to the Ub-

proteasome system. As McConkey and Zhu comprehensively surveyed these PI 

resistance mechanisms in 2008,
124

 I will only mention a few new studies published 

since that time. Constitutive NF-B expression has been observed in MCL lines which 

were less susceptible to bortezomib induced apoptosis.
142

 In bortezomib resistant 

mesothelioma I-45 cell lines, generated by exposure to increasing concentrations of 

bortezomib, growth kinetics slowed significantly as compared to the parental line but no 

change in -subunit expression or PSMB5 gene mutations was observed.
143

 5-subunit 

activity was not altered in resistant lines and bortezomib retained the ability inhibition 

of the 5-subunit. Bortezomib resistance was attributed to a reduction in the level of 

ubiquitinated protein and suppression of the pro-apoptotic genes NOXA, Mcl-1S, and 

p53.
143

 Bortezomib induced apoptosis was also diminished by Bcl-2 overexpression. 

Bcl-2 bound to Noxa thereby preventing Noxa-induced apoptosis in human lymphoid 

cells.
144

 Bortezomib has also been shown to induce stress granules which inhibit 

apoptosis in HeLa cells.
145

 In this case, the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21 is 
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suggested to arrest cell cycle and promote apoptosis. The RNA binding protein 

CUGBP1 stabilized p21 mRNA and increased expression during bortezomib therapy, 

which prohibited apoptosis through a yet to be defined mechanism. The authors of this 

study suggest that both CUGPB1 and p21 could be drug targets to sensitize for 

proteasome inhibitor treatment. Solid tumor cell lines, but not MM lines, excreted the 

chaperone protein GRP-78 which caused bortezomib resistance.
146

 Knockdown of the 

encoding gene restored bortezomib sensitivity.  

 

1.8: Circumventing PI Resistance 

 Overcoming intrinsic and acquired resistance to PIs such as bortezomib will 

greatly improve efficacy in the clinic. As it is apparent that multiple mechanisms of 

resistance are possible, no one solution will be adequate to ensure effective treatment in 

all patients. Strategies to improve the efficacy of PI therapy may include the use of 

irreversible -subunit inhibitors, modifying the P1 residue to target mutated -

subunits, targeting alternate proteasome subunits or proteasome complex assembly as 

discussed earlier, inhibiting upstream ubiquitination pathway enzymes, and targeting 

proteins outside of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. 

Several reports have identified acquired mutations of the PSMB5 gene in 

bortezomib resistant cell lines. These mutations appear to alter the S1 binding pocket 

which slows or prevents PI binding and often confer resistance to other PIs that target 

the catalytic site of the 5-subunit. As all inhibitors currently being explored in the 

clinic primarily target the 5-subunit active site, they will all likely be susceptible to 
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this mechanism of inhibition. However, the administration of CEP-18770 along with 

bortezomib did delay progression of MM in a patient whom had become resistant to 

bortezomib.
147

 As both bortezomib and CEP-18770 are boronates that target the 5-

subunit, it is unclear how CEP-18870 was able to overcome resistance. Irreversible 

inhibitors such as carfilzomib and salinosporamide A may be less susceptible to 

mutated -subunits. While a modified S1 binding site may slow binding kinetics, as 

evidenced by elevated IC50s, the binding event must only take place once before 

permanently deactivating the catalytic site. As an example, MM 8226/BTZ100 cells, 

which possess an A49T mutation, showed 39.5-fold resistance to bortezomib but only 

9.7-fold resistance to carfilzomib and 10.1-fold resistance to ONX 0912.
101

 In one 

study, bortezomib resistant MM cell lines were established by prolonged exposure to 

bortezomib to examine the ability of carfilzomib to overcome bortezomib resistance. 

While some cross resistance was observed for carfilzomib, it did retain greater 

antiproliferative effectiveness.
148

 Carfilzomib also demonstrated antiproliferative and 

cytotoxic effectiveness on bortezomib resistant primary patient samples as well.
148

 

ONX 0912 has also been shown to induce apoptosis in vitro in two bortezomib resistant 

patient samples, although the specific mechanism of this bortezomib resistance was not 

known in this case.
149

 The irreversible PI salinosporamide A induced apoptosis in MM 

cells that were resistant to bortezomib which was attributed to activation of different 

apoptotic pathways.
64

 It remains to be seen what level of resistance develops to these 

irreversible inhibitors when they are used as the selecting agent. 
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If target sequence modification is confirmed as a clinically relevant form of PI 

resistance, it would be ideal to develop inhibitors with specificity for the mutated 

proteasomes. As the same mutations, such as A49T or A49V, have been observed in 

several independently derived bortezomib resistant cell lines as well as the 

salinosporamide A producing bacterium S. tropica,
138

 a second generation of PIs tuned 

specifically for these active site alterations could be developed. A library of PI analogs 

with various P1 residues, as has been established previously when developing inhibitors 

for the wild-type proteasome,
22

 could be assayed in vitro against a 20S complex 

containing a mutated 5-subunit. Such PIs could either be utilized if mutations are 

detected in the patient or concurrently with bortezomib to decrease the selecting 

pressure for mutations. 

Multiple strategies to treat PI resistant cancers by inhibition of alternative targets 

have been recently reported. As inhibition of the proteasome appears to combat cancer 

by decreasing proteolysis of regulatory proteins, this effect could also be achieved by 

inhibiting the upstream ubiquitinating enzymes E1, E2, and E3 or deubiquitinating 

enzymes. As the specificity of E1, E2, and E3 increases, so too does the enzyme 

diversity. Targeting the primary E1 enzyme in humans should prevent proteasomal 

degradation of most cellular proteins and therefore have a similar effect to inhibition of 

the proteasome. For example, the E1 inhibitor PYZD-4409 was recently shown to 

preferentially induce cell death in malignant leukemia cells and delay tumor growth in a 

murine leukemia model, achieving a similar affect as a PI with an alternative target.
30

 

Inhibiting a specific E3 could target individual cellular proteins, allowing for more 
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controlled therapy. Disruption of the ubiquitination system with small molecule 

inhibitors is an active area of study and has been recently reviewed.
150

  

Inhibition of several targets outside of the Ub-proteasome pathway has 

successfully destroyed bortezomib resistant cancer cells. Fuchs et al. reported that the 

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors simvastatin (Zocor) and lovastatin effectively induced 

apoptosis in both parental Namalwa Burkitt’s lymphoma and their bortezomib resistant 

Namalwa
ad

 cell lines.
151

 Simvastatin was shown not to inhibit the proteasome nor did it 

reduce proteasome subunit expression. In another case, low expression levels of 

caspase-8 and caspase-3 were observed in bortezomib resistant DHL-4 cells.
152

 This 

could be countered by inhibition of the lysophosphatidic acid acyl-transferase (LPAAT) 

with the LPAAT- inhibitor CT-32615. The galectin-3 inhibitor GCS-100, a 

polysaccharide derived from citrus pectin, was also shown to induce apoptosis in MM 

cell lines, including those resistant to bortezomib.
153

 GCS-100 induced apoptosis 

independent of the proteasome by modulating several cellular apoptosis and cell cycle 

regulators.
154

 Finally, MCL cells resistant to bortezomib displayed a marked increase in 

BiP/Grp78 due to increased activity of the chaperone Hsp90.
155

 Inhibition of Hsp90 

with the ansamycin IPI-504 effectively overcame bortezomib resistance.  

 

1.9: Conclusion  

For centuries, chemical entities derived from natural sources have played an 

instrumental role in the treatment of human illnesses. The discovery of proteasome 

inhibitors, many of which were isolated from a variety of natural sources, has improved 

our understanding of both the mechanism of proteasome mediated proteolysis and the 
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greater role of proteasome mediated protein degradation in the cell. This knowledge has 

allowed proteasome inhibitors to be developed as therapeutic agents for many 

applications, primarily in the treatment of hematological malignancies.   

In this dissertation, I report my efforts to characterize the biosynthetic origin of 

the potent proteasome inhibitor, salinosporamide A, produced by the marine bacterium 

Salinispora tropica. This organism and the PI it produces were previously discovered 

by fellow scientists at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. A better understanding 

of the biosynthesis of this molecule has enabled us to produce analogous structures by 

mutasynthesis, probe structure activity relationships, increase fermentation yields, and 

consider the evolutionary origin of this family of pharmaceutically relevant molecules.  

Furthermore, I have characterized a potential self-resistance mechanism for this 

organism to protect itself against the endogenously produced salinosporamide A. The 

modified sequence of a duplicated -subunit target appears to confer resistance to 

salinosporamide A and cross-resistance to other PIs. Similar mutations have recently 

been observed in the 5-subunit of PI resistant human cell lines, validating the 

medicinal relevance of this resistance mechanism. Additionally, we may now utilize 

secondary 20S proteasome -subunit genes as a marker to locate PI biosynthetic gene 

clusters in actinobacteria genomes. 
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Table A1.1. Comparative summary of cell lines with acquired bortezomib resistance. 

 
a
The data shown matches the level of quantitation provided in each publication. Experiments 

not performed are indicated as ND (not determined) whereas data that appears to have been 

obtained but not reported is indicated as NR (not reported). Symbols used: , increase; , 

decrease; , no change 
b
Abbreviations: 5AHQ, 5-amino-8-hydroxyquinole; 5fl, 5-fluorouacil; ALLN, Ac-LLnL-al; ble, 

bleomycin; chl, chloroquine; cis, cisplatin; cyc, cyclosporin A; daun, daunoribicin; dox, 

doxorubicin; epox, epoxomicin; eto, etoposide; fld, fludarabine; gef, gefitnib; gel, 

geldanamycin; hct, hydrocortisone; het, heterozygous; hom, homozygous; lact, lactacystin; mel, 

melphalan; mtx, methotrexate; mpr, methylprednisolone; mit, mitoxantrone; NLVS, 4-hydroxy-

5-iodo-3-nitrophenylacetyl-Leu-Leu-Leu-vinylsulfone; 0912, ONX 0912; 0914, ONX 0914; sts, 

stauroporine; sulf, sulfasalazine; vinc, vincristine; vind, vindesine; ZL3VS, Z-Leu-Leu-Leu-

vinylsulfone 
c
In cases where resistant vs. sensitive were not designated by the authors, an arbitrary resistance 

factor cutoff of  1.3 was used
 

d
Estimated from figure in publication 

e
Assayed in the absence of bortezomib 

f
5 level proportional to level of resistance 

g
Activity varied by selective concentration, but each line was not quantified 

h
CT-L activity relative to the same cell line in the absence of bortezomib 

i
Assays performed after 2 weeks in the absence of bortezomib 

j
An additional silent mutation was observed 

k
After more than 2 mo in the absence of bortezomib 

l
IC50 did not change when grown without bortezomib for 14 days. 

m
5 and 1 activity could not be differentiated from each other 

n
After 1 mo in the absence of bortezomib 

o
Estimated from on-gel assay 

p
Relative luminescence, 1 = 100,000 units 

q
Assay performed after 72 hours in the absence of bortezomib 
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Ref.
Cancer cell 

type
Cell line

Selective 

concentation 

(bortezomib)

Selection 

time

mRNA transcription 

regulation

Protein 

expression 

regulation

Cellular bortezomib 

sensitivity IC50 

(resistance factor) 

Proteasome activity/resistance
5-subunit 

mutation
Cross-resistaceb,c (resistance factor)

Sensitivityb,c (resistance 

factor)

Namalwa (parental) - - - - - - ND - Lact inhibited 1 & 5 @ 5 M

Namalwaad 12.5 nM 3-4 wks ND

: 19S & 20S 

components; : 11S 

& immunosubunits

Hyperproliferation only 

slightly inhibited at 100 

nM

: CT-L, T-L, and C-L activities (< 1.5X)d, 

50 nM bortezomib failed to inhibit CT-L 

activity

ND
apoptosis resistance: lact (slight),  -

radiation, sts

Lact inhibited 5 activity @ 10 

M, not 1 or 2

THP1/WT (parental) - -
relative PSMB5 , 

PSMB7 , PSMB6  levels:
-

3.3 ± 0.6 nM                       

(growth inhibition)
CT-L (1X), C-L (1X), & T-L (1X) e None

MG132 (237 nM), MG262 (2.1 nM), ALLN 

(3.7 M), 4A6 (0.26 M)
-

THP1/BTZ30 30 nM 6 mo
0.4, 1, 1.3 d                                    

: 5i & 1i (2X)

: 5 (up to 60X)f , 

1 & 2 (< 2X)
NR

 activity: CT-L (1.3-1.4X), C-L (1.8-2.3X), 

& T-L (1.4-1.7X) e,g A49T NR NR

THP1/BTZ50 50 nM 6 mo
0.5, 0.7, 1.1 d                

No microarray

: 5 (up to 60X)f , 

1 & 2 (< 2X)
148 ± 54 nM (45)

 activity: CT-L (1.3-1.4X), C-L (1.8-2.3X), 

& T-L (1.4-1.7X) e,g NR
MG132 (8.1), MG262 (8.3), ALLN (5.8), 

4A6 (44)

mtx, sulf, 5fl, chl, ble, gef, cis, 

cyc, mpr, geld, dox, mit, eto

THP1/BTZ100 100 nM 6 mo
0.6, 0.8, 1.2 d                       

: 5i & 1i (2X)

: 5 (up to 60X)f , 

1 & 2 (< 2X)
261 ± 71 nM (79)

 activity: CT-L (1.3-1.4X), C-L (1.8-2.3X), 

& T-L (1.4-1.7X) e,g A49T
MG132 (11.9), MG262 (10.3), ALLN 

(10.0), 4A6 (117)

mtx, sulf, 5fl, chl, ble, gef, cis, 

cyc, mpr, geld, dox, mit, eto

THP1/BTZ200 200 nM 6 mo
0.9, 0.9, 1.5 d                         

No microarray

: 5 (up to 60X)f , 

1 & 2 (< 2X)
426 ± 72 nM (129)

 activity: CT-L (1.3-1.4X), C-L (1.8-2.3X), 

& T-L (1.4-1.7X) e,g NR
MG132 (15.8), MG262 (10.8), ALLN 

(18.1), 4A6 (287)

mtx, sulf, 5fl, chl, ble, gef, cis, 

cyc, mpr, geld, dox, mit, eto

THP1/BTZ(-100)
100 nM,            

0 nM for 6 mo
6 mo

0.4, 0.7, 1.0 d                               

: all proteasome genes

: 5 (minor), 1 & 

2 (< 2X)
NR

 activity: CT-L (1.3-1.4X), C-L (1.8-2.3X), 

& T-L (1.4-1.7X) e,g A49T NR NR

Jurkat (parental) - - - - 10, 3 nM @ 24, 48 h 15% CT-L (10 nM bortezomib @ 18 h)d,h none - -

JurkatB1 NR (> 200 nM) 6 moi : PSMB5 ND ND ND A49T (het)b ND daun, dox, vind, eto

JurkatB2 500 nM 6 moi NR ND 26, 12 nM @ 24, 48 h 60% CT-L (10 nM bortezomib @ 18 h)d,h A49T (het)j ND daun, dox, vind, eto

JurkatB3 NR (> 200 nM) 6 moi NR ND ND ND A49T (het) ND daun, dox, vind, eto

JurkatB4 NR (> 200 nM) 6 moi NR ND ND ND NR ND daun, dox, vind, eto

JurkatB5 500 nM 6 moi : PSMB5 ND ND ND A49T (het) ND daun, dox, vind, eto

JurkatB2/1000 1000 nM 9 moi NR ND 268, 164 nM @ 24, 48 h 90% CT-L (80 nM bortezomib @ 24 h)h A49T (hom)b ND daun, dox, vind, eto

Jurkat (parental) - -
Relative PSMB5  mRNA 

levels: 1.0 ± 0.12
ND 4.1 nM @ 48 h Parental CT-L activity, IC50: 75 nMd - ND ND

JurkatB-G322A 1000 nM 7-9 mok 1.71 ± 0.49 ND 90.4 nM @ 48 h (22) : CT-L activity; IC50: 175 nMd A49T ND ND

JurkatB-C323T 1000 nM 7-9 mok 0.86 ± 0.07 ND 161.4 nM @ 48 h (39.4) : CT-L activity; IC50: 240 nMd A49V ND ND

JurkatB-G322A/C326T 1000 nM 7-9 mok 1.31 ± 0.20 ND 273.5 nM @ 48 h (66.7) : CT-L activity; IC50: > 300 nMd A49T/A50V ND ND

HL-60 (parental) - - - - 30 nM - ND - -

HL-60a

40 nM, 

maintained @ 

20 nM

several 

wks

: 20S and 11S subunit 

genes; : ER stress and 

UPR genes

: 11S; : immuno-

subunits; : 19S
> 600 nM (>20)l  activityd,m: 1/5 (50%) and 2 (50%); 

1/5 activity less succeptible to inhibiton
ND

NLVS & ZL3VS, lact & epox to a lesser 

extent
daun

AMO-1 (parental) - - - - 8 nM - ND - -

AMO-1a
NR, maintained 

@ 20 nM

several 

wks
ND

Similar to HL-60a;         

: 2, 5 & 1
> 160 nM (>20)

 activityd,m: 1/5 (4.5X) and 2 (8X); 

1/5 activity less succeptible to inhibiton
ND

NLVS & ZL3VS, lact & epox to a lesser 

extent, daun
None

ARH-77 (parental) - - - - 20 nM - ND - -

ARH-77a
NR, maintained 

@ 20 nM

several 

wks
ND

Similar to HL-60a;       

: 2, 5
500 nM (25)

 activityd: 2 (2.3X); 1/5 activity less 

succeptible to inhibiton
ND

NLVS & ZL3VS, lact & epox to a lesser 

extent
daun

KMS-11 (parental) - - - - 6 nM @ 72 h
: CT-L activity @ 6 h of 10 nM 

bortezomib exposure (30-37% retained)h None None -

KMS-11/BTZ NR 6 moi ND
: 5, 1;                    

: 2 (slight)
148.3 nM @ 72 h (24.7)

: CT-L activity @ 48 h of 10 nM 

bortezomib exposure (47-51% retained)h A49T MG132 dox

OPM-2 (parental) - - - - 3.1 nM @ 72 h
: CT-L activity @ 6 h of 10 nM 

bortezomib exposure (10-13% retained)h None None -

OPM-2/BTZ NR 6 moi ND
: 5, 1;                        

: 2 (slight)
51.6 nM @ 72 h (16.6)

: CT-L activity @ 48 h of 10 nM 

bortezomib exposure (21-23% retained )h A49T MG132 dox

Namalwa 

Burkitt 

lymphoma

Monocytic/                                    

macrophage

F
u
c
h
s
 e

t 

a
l.

1
2
6

O
e
rl
e
m

a
n
s
 e

t 
a
l.

1
0
3

R
i 
e
t 

a
l.

1
3
0

R
ü
c
h
ri
c
k
 e

t 
a
l.

1
2
9
, 

K
ra

u
s
 e

t 
a
l.

1
4
1

L
ü
 e

t 
a
l.

, 

2
0
0
9

1
2
8

L
ü
 e

t 
a
l.

, 
2
0
0
8

1
2
7

Lymphoblastic 

lymphoma/                

leukemia

Lymphoblastic 

lymphoma/               

leukemia

Multiple 

myeloma

Acute myeloid 

leukemia

Myeloma

Plasmocytoid 

lymphoma
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Table A1.1. Comparative summary of cell lines with acquired bortezomib resistance, continued. 

Ref.
Cancer cell 

type
Cell line

Selective 

concentation 

(bortezomib)

Selection 

time

mRNA transcription 

regulation

protein 

expression 

regulation

Cellular bortezomib 

sensitivity IC50 

(resistance factor) 

Proteasome activity/resistance
5-subunit 

mutation
Cross-resistaceb,c (resistance factor)

Sensitivityb,c (resistance 

factor)

HBL2 (parental) - - - - 6 nM @ 48 h - None - -

HBL2-BR 100 nM > 1 yr PSMB5 unchanged : 5 489.7 nM @ 48 h (81.6)n
: CT-L (< 2X), T-L (1.3X), and C-L (1.4X)d None MG132 (3.4), NLVS (7.8) eto (0.48), fld (0.34), hct (0.74)

JEKO (parental) - - - - 4.9 nM @ 48 h - None - -

JEKO-BR 100 nM > 1 yr PSMB5  unchanged : 5 213.8 nM @ 48 h (43.6)n
: CT-L (1.4X), T-L (1.7X), and C-L (1.7X)d None MG132 (3.7), NLVS (6.4) eto (0.50), fld (0.64), hct (0.29)

8226 WT (parental) - - - - 2.6 ± 0.3 nM complete inhibition of CT-L @ 25 nMo None

8226/BTZ7 7 nM 3-6 mo
: PSMB5 , PSMB6 , & 

PSMB7  (all about 5X)d

: 5; : 2 & 1; 

: 5i
12.1 ± 0.7 nM (4.5)

: CT-L activity rel. to parental, CT-L 

inhibition with bortezomibo T21A
MG132 (3.9), MG262 (3.2), 4A6 (8.7), 

0912 (1.5), 0914 (1.4)
Cfl (1.2), 5AHQ (ND)

8226/BTZ100 100 nM 15 mo
: PSMB5 (15X), 

PSMB6 & PSMB7 (5X)d
: 5; : 2 & 1; 

: 5i
105.9 ± 14.9 nM (39.5)

: CT-L activity rel. to parental, CT-L 

inhibition with bortezomibo A49T
MG132 (12.6), MG262 (8.3), 4A6 (28.2), 

Cfl (9.7), 0912 (10.1), 0914 (60)
5AHQ (1.3)

CEM WT (parental) - - - - 1.5 ± 0.4 nM complete inhibition of CT-L @ 25 nMo None

CEM/BTZ7 7 nM < 4 mo
: PSMB5 , PSMB6,  and 

PSMB7  (all minor)
: 1, 2, 5 & 7 12.4 ± 5.8 nM (10.4)

: CT-L activity rel. to parental; : CT-L 

inhibition with bortezomibo C52F
MG132 (43.8), MG262 (5.7), 4A6 (24.7), 

Cfl (13.3), 0912 (27), 0914 (5.4)
5AHQ (ND)

CEM/BTZ200 200 nM 4 mo
: PSMB5 , PSMB6,  and 

PSMB7  (all minor)
: 1, 2, 5 & 7 189.1 ± 43.5 nM (170.4) : CT-L inhibition with bortezomibo A49V/C52F

MG132 (122.4), MG262 (23.2), 4A6 

(24.1), Cfl (38.8), 0912 (147), 0914 (35.2)
5AHQ (1.1)

THP1/BTZ100N 100 nM NR NR NR NR NR M45V NR NR

THP1/BTZ500 500 nM NR NR NR NR NR M45I/A49T NR NR

H460 (parental) - - ND
1i & 5i: 3X rel. to 

A549 or SW1573
13 ± 2 nM @ 72 h

Comparative activies of parental 

strainsd,p: CT-L (4.3), T-L (1.0), C-L (3.2)
None - -

H460BTZR80 80 nM > 6 moq ND
: 5, 2, 1, 5i, 

2i, 1i & 7
173 ± 24 nM (14) @ 72 h

: bortezomib IC50 CT-L, C-L rel. to 

parental (1.5-2.5X); no T-L inhibtion
A49T MG132 (2.8), 4A6 (2.9), 0912 (2.0)

Cfl (1.3) 0914 (1.1), 5AHQ 

(1.2), dox (NR)

H460BTZR200 300 nM > 6 moq ND : 20S subunits 276 ± 51 nM (22) @ 72 h
: bortezomib IC50 CT-L, C-L rel. to 

parental (1.5-2.5X); no T-L inhibtion
A49T

Cfl (1.5), MG132 (5.9), 4A6 (2.8), 0914 

(1.6), 0912 (12.4)
5AHQ (0.6), dox (NR)

A549 (parental) - - ND - 8.7 ± 2 nM @ 72 h
Comparative activities of parental 

strainsd,p: CT-L (3.2), T-L (1.2), C-L (2.2)
None - -

A549BTZR40 40 nM > 6 moq ND
: 5, 2, 1, 5i, 

2i, 1i & 7
70 ± 9 nM (8) @ 72 h

sym: bortezomib IC50 CT-L, C-L rel. to 

parental (1.5-2.5X); no T-L inhibtion
M45V

Cfl (8.1), MG132 (4.3), 4A6 (3.3), 0914 

(2.6), 0912 (9.9)
5AHQ (1.1), dox (NR)

A549BTZR100 100 nM > 6 moq ND : 20S subunits 167 ± 16 nM (19) @ 72 h
: bortezomib IC50 CT-L, C-L rel. to 

parental (1.5-2.5X); no T-L inhibtion
M45V/A49T

Cfl (21), MG132 (10.3), 4A6 (>11), 0914 

(12.8), 0912 (55.5)
5AHQ (0.8), dox (NR)

SW1573 (parental) - - ND - 1.7 ± 0.4 nM @ 72 h
Comparative activities of parental 

strainsd,p: CT-L (1.5), T-L (0.8), C-L (0.8)
None - -

SW1573BTZR30 30 nM > 6 moq ND
: 5, 2, 1, & 7; 

: 5i, 2i, 1i
30 ± 1.4 nM (18) @ 72 h

: bortezomib IC50 CT-L, C-L rel. to 

parental (1.5-2.5X); no T-L inhibtion
C52F

Cfl (6.7), MG132 (8.6), 4A6 (>8.8), 0912 

(13.8)

0914 (1.1), 5AHQ (1.1) dox 

(NR)

SW1573BTZR150 150 nM > 6 moq ND : 20S subunits 119 ± 28 nM (70) @ 72 h
: bortezomib IC50 CT-L, C-L rel. to 

parental (1.5-2.5X); no T-L inhibtion
C52F

Cfl (12), MG132 (>19.8), 4A6 (>14.6), 

0914 (3.2), 0912 (125)
5AHQ (0.8), dox (NR)

8226 - - - -
Growth IC50: 15 nM, 

apoptosis LD50: 15 nM
ND None - -

8226/7B 100 nM 18 mo
: PSMB5  transcription 

(very large)

: 5 & 2, 1 to a 

lesser extent 

Growth IC50: 75 nM, 

apoptosis LD50: 85 nM
ND None MG-132, epoxomicin (below 50 nM)

dox, mel, BMS-214662, vinc, 

IKK-i, BMS-345541B
a
ls

a
s
 e

t 

a
l.

1
3
2

Acute 

lymphoblastic 

leukemia 

(CCRF-CEM)

Non-small cell 

lung cancer 

(NSCLC)

Non-small cell 

lung cancer 

(NSCLC)

Non-small cell 

lung cancer 

(NSCLC)

Multiple 

Myeloma 

(RPMI 8226)

Multiple 

myeloma 

RPMI-8226

monocytic/              

macrophage

d
e
 W

ilt
 e

t 
a
l.

1
0
2

F
ra

n
k
e
 e

t 
a
l.

1
0
1

P
é
re

z
-G

a
lá

n
 e

t 
a
l.

1
3
1

Parental sensitivites: MG132 (307.8 nM), MG262 (6.7 nM), 4A6 (133.2 

nM), Cfl (2.4 nM), 0912 (122 nM), 0914 (26 nM), 5AHQ (2.9 M)

Parental sensitivities: MG132 (32.6 nM), MG262 (1.41 nM), 4A6 (97.0 

nM), Cfl (0.84 nM), 0912 (14.8 nM), 0914 (46.6 nM), 5AHQ (5.7 M)

Mantle cell 

lymphoma
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2.1: Abstract  

 SalM is a short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase enzyme from the marine 

actinomycete Salinispora tropica that is involved in the biosynthesis of 

chloroethylmalonyl-CoA, a novel halogenated polyketide synthase extender unit of the 

proteasome inhibitor salinosporamide A. SalM was heterologously overexpressed in 

Escherichia coli and characterized in vitro for its substrate specificity, kinetics, and 

reaction profile. A sensitive, real-time 
13

C NMR assay was developed to visualize the 

oxidation of 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribose to 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribono-γ-lactone in a 

NAD
+
-dependent reaction followed by spontaneous lactone hydrolysis to 5-chloro-5-

deoxy-D-ribonate. While short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase enzymes are widely 

regarded as metal independent, a strong divalent metal cation dependence for Mg
2+

, 

Ca
2+

, or Mn
2+

 was observed with SalM. Oxidative activity was also measured with the 

alternative substrates D-erythrose and D-ribose, making SalM the first reported 

stereospecific non-phosphorylated ribose-1-dehydrogenase. 

 

2.2: Introduction 

 The marine actinomycete Salinispora tropica produces a suite of -lactam--

lactone natural products identified as potent 20S proteasome inhibitors.
1
 Exploration 

into the biosynthesis of the most bioactive family member, salinosporamide A, resulted 

in the characterization of a pathway for the biosynthesis of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA, a 

novel polyketide synthase substrate (Figure 2.1).
2
 A broad overview of the biosynthesis 

of salinosporamide A and chloroethylmalonyl-CoA was introduced in Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 2 of this dissertation details my extensive efforts to elucidate the role of the 

SalM enzyme in the chloroethylmalonyl-CoA biosynthetic pathway.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. The biosynthetic pathway of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA in salinosporamide A 

production in S. tropica CNB-440. The dashed arrows represent the postulated 

enzymatic role(s) of the short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase SalM in the oxidation of 

5-ClR. Blue coloring indicates the fate of 5-ClR incorporation into salinosporamide A. 

 

 

To probe which genes were responsible for chloroethylmalonyl-CoA 

biosynthesis, salinosporamide cluster (sal) genes were individually replaced with an 

antibiotic resistance cassette and the production of salinosporamides A and B were 

quantified (Table 2.1).
2
 A selective loss of salinosporamide A production relative to 

salinosporamide B indicated the gene was involved in chloroethylmalonyl-CoA 

biosynthesis as salinosporamide B is alternatively produced from ethylmalonyl-CoA 

(see Chapter 1, Figure 1.8B). As discussed in Chapter 1, the first two steps of 

chloroethylmalonyl-CoA biosynthesis, catalyzed by the chlorinase SalL and the purine 

nucleoside phosphorylase SalT, were believed to parallel fluoroacetate production in 

Streptomyces cattleya.
3
 This was supported by the complete loss or significant reduction 
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of salinosporamide A production in the salL and salT strains, respectively, and the in 

vitro characterization of SalL.
4
 This would result in 5-chlororibose-1-phosphate as the 

product of SalT. At this point the pathways appeared to diverge. The presence of a 

pathway specific phosphatase, SalN, suggested that 5-chlororibose-1-phosphate is 

dephosphorylated to 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribose (5-ClR). We hypothesized that 5-ClR is 

then oxidized at C1 which would ultimately lead to a sugar acid, which could serve as 

the substrate for the dihydroxyacid dehydratase, SalH.  

 

Table 2.1. Production of salinosporamides in S. tropica CNB-440 gene inactivation 

strains. Table adapted from Eustáquio et al.
2
 
a
salinosporamide A production relative to 

the wild-type strain, 
b
salinosporamide B production relative to the wild-type strain, 

c
N.D. = not detected. 

 

Strain Annotated function % Sal. Aa  % Sal. Bb  

wild-
type 

- 100 ± 10 100 ± 13 

salA PKS N.D.c N.D. 

salL Chlorinase N.D. 90 ± 20 

salT Purine nucleotide phosphorylase 50 ± 8 91 ± 10 

salN Phosphatase 16 ± 3 92 ± 9 

salM 
Short-chain 

dehydrogenase/reductase 
2.2 ± 0.2 120 ± 20 

salH Dihydroxyacid dehydratase 3.8 ± 0.7 70 ± 15 

salQ -ketoacid decarboxylase 25 ± 6 98 ± 16 

salS Acyl dehydratase 39 ± 14 95 ± 30 

salG 
Crotonyl-CoA 

reductase/carboxylase 
N.D. 94 ± 30 

 

 

Gene replacement of salM, which encodes a short-chain dehydrogenase/ 

reductase (SDR) enzyme, dramatically and selectively reduced the production of 

salinosporamide A by ~98% relative to the wild-type organism while production of the 
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non-chlorinated salinosporamide B remained unchanged.
2
 As SalM was predicted to be 

an oxidoreductase, it was selected as the most likely candidate for oxidation of 5-ClR. 

The in vivo substrate of SalM was then verified to be 5-ClR by derivatization of the 

accumulated fermentation product of the salM strain.
2
 Furthermore, chemical 

complementation with 5-ClR to the separate upstream salL strain restored 

salinosporamide A production.
2
 Thus, based on the information available, we predicted 

that SalM would oxidize 5-ClR at the anomeric carbon by acting as a pentose-1-

dehydrogenase. 

Our understanding of the product of SalM oxidation on 5-ClR was less clear. A 

BRENDA enzyme database search for ribose-1-dehydrogenases (1.1.1.115) revealed a 

single report of an enzyme reported to convert D-ribose to D-ribonate.
5
 This led us to 

predict that the SalM product would be 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribonate (5-ClRI). 

However, a closer reading of this publication revealed that the enzyme product was not 

actually reported. Alternatively, a bioinformatic analysis of SDR enzymes (discussed in 

detail later) such as SalM lead us to believe that 5-ClR would be oxidized to 5-chloro-5-

deoxy-D-ribono--lactone (5-ClRL). Chemical complementation of the salM strain 

with 5-ClRL increased production of salinosporamide A while complementation with 5-

ClRI did not.
2
 However, it was not clear if these experiments had biological 

significance as it was unknown if 5-ClRI was taken up by the cell. Furthermore, we 

suspected that 5-ClRL may spontaneously hydrolyze to 5-ClRI in the cell. Thus we 

decided to characterize SalM in vitro to verify the structure of the enzymatic reaction 

product. 
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It is intuitive to presume that SalM evolved from a primary metabolic ribose-1-

dehydrogenase to oxidize a halogenated sugar derivative. However, despite the 

ubiquitous nature of ribose in biology, non-phosphorylated ribose-1-dehydrogenases 

have not been well characterized. Instead, pentose catabolism utilizes phosphorylated 

intermediates in the pentose phosphate pathway, nucleotide metabolism, and pentose-

glucuronate conversion. Phosphorylated pentoses are also used in anabolic pathways 

such as the Calvin-Benson cycle and in the generation of nucleosides. The only 

previously reported “ribose-1-dehydrogenase” was isolated from pig liver and oxidized 

both D-ribose and D-xylose with approximately equal activity.
5
 Oxidative enzyme 

activity for ribose has been reported as an alternative substrate for other sugar 

oxidoreductase enzymes with broad substrate specificity;
6-10

 however, a non-

phosphorylated pentose-1-dehydrogenase specific to the stereochemistry of ribose has 

yet to be reported.   

Potentially related pentose-1-dehydrogenases such as L-arabinose-1-

dehydrogenase and D-xylose-1-dehydrogenase have been shown to oxidize a cyclical 

hemiacetal substrate to the corresponding lactone.
8,9,11,12

 Glucose-1-dehydrogenase has 

also been reported to possess “gluconolactonase” activity, catalyzing both the oxidation 

of glucose to gluconolactone and the subsequent hydrolysis to gluconate.
9
 Since SalH is 

a dihydroxyacid dehydratase and expected to accept 5-ClRI as its substrate and the 

salinosporamide biosynthetic gene cluster does not encode a putative lactonase 

enzyme,
2
 we were compelled to determine if a lactone intermediate (5-ClRL) exists and 

if so, to decipher the fate of this pathway product. We thus set out to explore whether 
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SalM produces a lactone, an acid, or possesses bi-functional dehydrogenase/lactonase 

activity.   

Traditional analysis of oxidoreductase enzymes such as SalM utilize changes in 

optical absorption corresponding to the conversion of cofactors such as NAD(P)(H) or 

FAD(H). While this method provides a simple, non-invasive way to monitor redox 

kinetics, it fails to identify the structure of the enzymatic product. Subsequent cofactor-

independent reactions such as hydrolysis are thus not observed. Therefore, real-time 

visualization of product structures is imperative when transient intermediates are 

formed. A sensitive time-arrayed NMR approach was consequently developed to 

monitor the progress of the SalM reaction and to identify structures of intermediates and 

products. Chapter 2 describes my efforts to develop a real-time 
13

C-NMR based 

characterization of SalM, a novel 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribose-1-dehydrogenase.   

 

2.3: Results 

2.3.1: Bioinformatic Analysis. 

Amino acid sequence similarity to SalM was used to identify potential 

enzymatic homologs. BLAST analysis of the 255 amino acid sequence of SalM 

indicated a classical short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase enzyme.
13

 Based on 

previously reported phylogenetic analyses of the SDR superfamily, it was expected that 

SalM should perform a simple ketone/alcohol redox reaction and would not participate 

in any additional chemistry such as epimerization, decarboxylation, or dehydration.
13,14

 

The highest scoring sequence was an uncharacterized 67% identical protein (accession 

number YP_638874) from several terrestrial Mycobacteria species (strains KMS, MCS, 
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JCS). SalM does show 40% sequence similarity to annotated glucose-1-dehydrogenases 

from Listeria grayi DSM 20601 and Brevibacillus brevis NBRC 100599 (accession 

numbers ZP_04443055 and YP_002770578, respectively).   

2.3.2: Enzyme Purification and Cofactor Identification. 

Recombinant SalM was expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) for in vitro 

characterization. The N-terminal octahistidyl-tagged enzyme was purified by Ni-NTA 

affinity chromatography and afforded approximately 20 mg L
-1

 recombinant protein in 

greater than 90% purity. All enzyme activity assays utilized the tagged protein without 

further purification since SalM was prone to aggregation and eluted over a very broad 

range of sizes via size exclusion chromatography.  

To assay SalM, we first identified the appropriate redox cofactor. The SDR 

family of enzymes contain a Rossmann fold for the binding of dinucleotide cofactors
14

 

with many SDR enzymes having a preference for either the phosphorylated or non-

phosphorylated cofactor.
13

 While no activity was observed with NADP
+
, the addition of 

NAD
+
 as cofactor resulted in its conversion to NADH as monitored 

spectrophotometrically. The preference for NAD
+
 is further supported by the 

bioinformatics analysis of the primary sequence of the cofactor binding region.
13

 

Alignment of SalM with 3-20-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (PDB 2hsd) revealed a 

conserved aspartic acid residue at position 40 equivalent to Asp36 of 2hsd. This would 

place SalM into the cD1d subfamily of SDRs in which NAD
+
 is the expected enzyme 

cofactor. Asp40 of SalM likely forms hydrogen bonds to the 2’ and 3’ hydroxyls of the 

adenine ribose moiety.
15

 Our initial attempts to assay SalM with 5-ClR and NAD
+
 

resulted in minimal activity. While optimizing assay conditions, we observed that the 
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addition of the divalent metal cations magnesium, manganese, or calcium increased its 

activity 10-fold at low millimolar concentrations.   

Increasing concentrations of Mg
2+

 and Ca
2+

 were shown to have a positive 

relationship with activity (Figure 2.2). Maximum activity is reached by 20 mM. 

Additional cation failed to increase activity or was inhibitory. At all concentrations, 

enzyme activity was slow to reach the linear kinetic phase. However, presoaking 

concentrated enzyme stock solutions with 10 mM MgCl2 for several days at -20 °C and 

then adding enzyme to a Mg
2+

 free buffer at the time of the assay resulted in equivalent 

activity. Additionally, this method allowed steady state kinetics to be reached much 

sooner than adding divalent cation at the start of the assay, suggesting that the metal ion 

is a slow binding structural component that reaches saturation. 

When using the cation pre-soaked enzyme, subsequent addition of metal ions to 

the assay buffer was found to inhibit activity, indicating that the cation reaches 

saturation and then becomes inhibitory. As expected, the addition of EDTA into the 

assay mixture significantly inhibited enzyme activity. Mn
2+

 was shown to stimulate 

SalM activity strongly in the 1-2 mM range but inhibitory at higher concentrations. At 2 

mM MnCl2, activity was equal to that of 20 mM MgCl2. However, at concentrations 

above 20 mM, activity was less than SalM devoid of divalent cation. Fe
2+

, Cu
2+

, Zn
2+

, 

and Ni
2+

 were also tested but found to be inactive or inhibitory (data not shown).  

Addition of MgCl2 or MgSO4 resulted in equivalent activity indicating that the 

counterion was not responsible for changes in enzyme activity.   
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Figure 2.2. Metal dependence of SalM activity. SalM enzyme was assayed for activity 

with 1 mM NAD
+
 and 1 mM 5-ClR in the presence of various concentrations of MgCl2, 

MnCl2 or CaCl2 between 1 mM and 50 mM. The maximum velocity of the reaction at 

steady-state was normalized to the maximum velocity of the SalM reaction without 

addition of metal (Activity = 1).   

  

 

2.3.3: C-terminus Mutations. 

Metal dependence within the SDR family is rare, however, there is precedence. 

Two distinct, isolated cases of structural metal dependence in SDR enzymes have been 

previously characterized structurally. In the first case, dTDP-6-deoxy-L-lyxo-4-hexulose 

reductase (RmlD) from Salmonella enterica (PDB 1kbz) was shown to require Mg
2+

 for 

dimerization.
16

 Its high resolution crystal structure showed that the magnesium ion was 

bound by two glutamate residues per monomer to stabilize the dimer.
17

 In the second 

case, R-specific alcohol dehydrogenase (RADH) from Lactobacillus brevis (PDB 1nxq) 
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was shown to be a homotetramer stabilized by two structured magnesium ions per 

tetramer.
18

 The carboxylate of the C-terminal glutamine residue coordinates water 

molecules that bind magnesium. As with SalM, RADH had a slow binding rate with 

Mg
2+

. Mn
2+

 was also shown to be a suitable cofactor (activity vs. concentration was not 

reported in this study). 

Although we were unable to discern the monomeric state of SalM due to 

extensive aggregation, SalM does contain a C-terminal glutamine residue as with 

RADH. To probe the importance of Gln255 in SalM, eight mutants, including 

truncations (Q255 deletion, A254-Q255 deletion), substitutions (Q255E, Q255S, 

Q255N, Q255V), and extension (256V, Q255N/256Q) were generated. In all cases, 

highly expressed yet entirely insoluble protein was produced, suggesting an important 

structural role of Gln255.   

2.3.4: Substrate Specificity and Kinetics. 

To identify enzyme substrate specificity ten different sugars were assayed 

(Figure 2.3). Only 5-ClR, D-ribose, and D-erythrose showed activity with 5-ClR being 

the preferred substrate. Sugars tested and found inactive (less than 2% activity relative 

to 5-ClR) included 2-deoxy-D-ribose, D-ribose-5-phosphate, D-xylose, D-arabinose, L-

arabinose, D-allose, and D-glucose. The Km differed significantly among the three 

substrates with 5-ClR binding to SalM two orders of magnitude greater than D-erythrose 

and three orders of magnitude greater than D-ribose (Table 2.2). Vmax values were 

comparable for all three substrates, indicating that Km is the driver of differential 

activity among the three preferred substrates. kcat values were not calculated due to 
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enzyme aggregation, which led to an unknown fraction of the total SalM enzyme being 

inactive.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Carbohydrates assayed for SalM activity. Top row: C5 modifications to 5-

ClR. Middle line: pentose stereoisomers of D-ribose. Bottom row: carbon chain length 

subtraction and addition with retention of stereochemistry relative to D-ribose. Glucose 

was also tested. SalM only oxidized 5-ClR, D-ribose, and D-erythrose.
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Table 2.2. Kinetic values for accepted substrates of SalM. 

 

 Km (mM) Vmax (Mols min
-1

mg
-1

) 

D-ribose 19 ± 3 4.8 ± 0.2 

D-erythrose 2.5 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.4 

5-ClR 0.02 ± 0.01 6.8 ± 0.1 

 

 

 

2.3.5: Carbon NMR Assays of SalM. 

In order to explore the product structure(s) of SalM, we first assayed activity 

with [U-
13

C]ribose in an arrayed NMR experiment (Figure 2.4). A standard 
1
H-

decoupled 
13

C-NMR spectrum of 256 scans was recorded of the reaction mixture 

immediately prior to the addition of SalM. After enzyme addition, equivalent scans 

were repeated at selected time points extending up to 72 hours. The short scan time of 

approximately 9 minutes allowed only the labeled ribose carbon signals to be readily 

detected in the assay mixture that also contained NAD
+
 and its two ribose residues. 

However, as ribose adopts four cyclical anomeric forms in solution, its NMR spectrum 

is rather complex for a five-carbon molecule. It has been reported previously that the α 

and β six-membered pyranoses account for approximately 21.5% and 58.5%, 

respectively, of the total sugar at a temperature of 30 °C, while the α and β five-

membered furanoses account for the remaining 6.5% and 13.5%, respectively.
19

 The 

open chain aldehyde, on the other hand, is only a transient intermediate and thus not 

observed by NMR analysis. Upon oxidation of the anomeric C1 carbon, we anticipated 

that the spectrum would significantly simplify as the reaction progresses to give a single 

product. 
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Figure 2.4. Partial 125 MHz 
13

C NMR spectra of [U-
13

C]ribose and NAD
+
 assayed with 

SalM. Spectra acquired over 9 min were taken prior to the addition of enzyme (A) and 

then after enzyme addition at 45 min (B), 115 min (C), 210 min (D), 21 h (E), and 72 h 

(F). Standards of unlabeled ribono-γ-lactone (G) and ribonate (H) are provided for 

reference with carbons 2-5 labeled as L2-L5 and A2-A5, respectively. Lactone 

formation is clearly apparent with the emergence of L4 and L5 at 87.5 and 61.0 ppm, 

respectively, beginning with trace B. As the lactone peaks fade over time, several new 

peaks emerge at 70-72 ppm that correspond to A2-A4 of ribonate. 
13

C NMR peak 

assignments for unlabeled D-ribose have been previously reported (all peaks shifted 2.3 

ppm down field relative to A).
20

 Resonances for carbon 1 of D-ribono-γ-lactone and D-

ribonate are not shown. 

 

 

 

Upon the addition of SalM, the consumption of ribose was observed as the four 

13
C doublets between 93 and 102 ppm representing the anomeric C1 positions of the 
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ribose congeners decreased in intensity over time. With the oxidation of C1, a new 

doublet of weak intensity likewise emerged at 178.9 ppm. Unfortunately since the 

chemical shifts of the C1 carbonyls of ribono--lactone and ribonate standards are 

nearly identical, we turned our attention to other more diagnostic signals for analysis. 

Significantly, two clear signals emerged characteristic of ribono--lactone – a doublet of 

doublets centered at 87.4 ppm and a doublet centered at 61.1 ppm corresponding to C4 

and C5, respectively. No peaks corresponding to ribono--lactone were observed 

suggesting that the less abundant furanose is the preferred enzyme substrate. As the 

reaction progresses further, these characteristic lactone peaks decreased in intensity 

with the concomitant emergence of a new cluster of signals at 72 to 74 ppm 

corresponding to C2 to C4 of ribonate. It is evident that the initial product of SalM is a 

five-membered lactone, which is then hydrolyzed to an acid. However, the role of SalM 

in lactone hydrolysis remained unclear.  

We next explored the putative natural substrate, 5-ClR, using a complementary 

NMR spectroscopic strategy. Since we instead used unlabeled material, we utilized the 

coherence transfer spectroscopic technique Distortionless Enhancement of Polarization 

Transfer (DEPT) that resulted in enhanced four-fold sensitivity.
21

 The DEPT-135 

experiment allowed the visualization of all protonated carbons with differential phasing 

of methylene versus methyl and methine carbons.   

While the use of 5-ClR simplified the NMR spectrum by eliminating the carbon 

signals pertaining to the two pyranose anomers, the increased scan time of this assay 

from nine to 68 minutes complicated the analysis by allowing the two ribose moieties 
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per NAD(H) cofactor molecule to be equally visible. This scenario posed a challenge to 

differentiate the product profile from that of the cofactor. To simplify this dilemma, we 

identified a diagnostic set of signals to monitor throughout the enzymatic reaction 

pertaining to the C5 ribose methylene carbons. Carbon 5 of the chlorinated sugar 

substrate is significantly upfield shifted in relation to the phosphate-attached cofactor 

riboses. This is true as well in the potential products 5-ClRL and 5-ClRI standards 

(Figure 2.5). Carbon 5 of the β anomer of 5-ClR was clearly visible at 45.8 ppm in the 

first time point before addition of SalM with the less prevalent α anomer at 45.2 ppm 

being less visible under these conditions. After enzyme addition, a new peak appeared 

at 43.2 ppm correlating to C5 of 5-ClRL that eventually gave way to a second product 

peak at 48.0 ppm relating to C5 of 5-ClRI, confirming the result of the labeled ribose 

experiment.     
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Figure 2.5. Partial 125 MHz DEPT NMR spectra of the SalM assay with unlabeled 5-

ClR. A 135° DEPT NMR assay was used to monitor the oxidation of 4 mM unlabeled 

5-ClR by SalM. C5 resonances are shown. Spectra acquired over 1 hour were taken 

prior to the addition of SalM (A) and then sequentially after enzyme addition at 0-1 h 

(B), 1-2 h (C), 2-3 h (D), 3-4 h (E), and 8-9 h (F). Standards of 5-ClRL (H) and 5-ClRI 

(I) are shown for reference. C5 of the substrate 5-ClR is populated between two 

resonances at 45.2 and 45.8 ppm and relate to the α- and β-anomers, respectively (trace 

A). 5-ClRL appears within the first hour after the addition of SalM as noted with the 

characteristic emergence of C5 at 43.2 ppm as noted by the asterisk (*). C5 of 5-ClRI 

(^) subsequently appears in the second hour and increases in intensity to become the 

sole product after 9 hours. 
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2.3.6: Lactone Opening Assay. 

The NMR assays established that the SalM reaction involves the enzymatic 

oxidation of a furanose hemiacetal to a lactone. To identify SalM’s role in the 

subsequent hydrolysis of the lactone to the corresponding carboxylic acid, a 

colorimetric assay was employed. Active and boiled SalM were separately added to 

solutions of 10 mM 5-ClRL in 100 mM Tris pH 7.5 and periodically analyzed 

colorimetrically for lactone concentration at periodic time points. At all time points, the 

concentration of lactone was approximately equal regardless of whether active or boiled 

control enzyme was added (Figure 2.6, Table A2.1), indicating that SalM does not 

actively participate in the hydrolysis of the lactone.   

The hydrolysis rate of lactones in aqueous solution is known to follow second 

order kinetics, dependent on both lactone concentration and hydroxide concentration 

(pH).
22

 Lactone hydrolysis may liberate a proton in basic solutions which alters the pH. 

However, if a sufficiently strong buffer is used, this effect is minimal, converting the 

hydrolysis rate to a pseudo first order equation. The hydrolysis rate of 5-ClRL in the 

presence of active SalM or absence of SalM was -0.0035 ± 0.0001 per minute and  

-0.0036 ± 0.0002 per minute, respectively. 
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Figure 2.6. Graphical comparison of 5-ClRL hydrolysis rates in the presence and 

absence of active SalM enzyme. 

 

 

2.4: Discussion 

2.4.1: Substrate Specificity and Kinetic Analysis. 

In this study, we have shown that SalM accepts 5-ClR, D-ribose, and D-erythrose 

as substrates with varying activity (Figure 2.7). In addition to 5-ClR, the 5-fluoro and 5-

bromo analogs are presumed as substrates based on previous in vivo experiments with 

the upstream SalL mutant to produce fluoro- and bromo-salinosporamide.
4,23

 However, 

examination of non-accepted substrates can be equally informative in structure activity 

relationship analysis. Carbohydrates provide a unique opportunity to individually probe 

minor alterations in substrate structure and stereochemistry. Inversion of 

stereochemistry at either C2 or C3 (D-arabinose and D-xylose, respectively) led to 

abolishment of activity, indicating that SalM is specific to the stereochemistry of ribose. 

This observation, however, is complicated by the decreased furanoses prevalence of 
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these two pentoses relative to D-ribose.
19

 The biologically relevant 2-deoxy-D-ribose 

was also found to be an inactive substrate indicating that the C2 hydroxyl of ribose is 

required for activity and possibly forms key binding interactions with SalM at this 

position.    

 

 

Figure 2.7. SalM-mediated transformation of select furanoses. SalM oxidizes C1 of 

furanose carbohydrates with stereochemistry of D-ribose at C2 and C3 to the 

corresponding γ-lactone. The four-carbon D-erythrose was accepted, while the six-

carbon D-allose was not, thereby indicating a limit to the size of the C4 furanose 

substituent. Lactone hydrolysis was found to be not mediated by SalM. 

 

 

 

Carbon chain length and ring size also influence SalM activity. Both 5-ClR and 

D-erythrose are only capable of forming five-membered rings, establishing furanoses as 

valid substrates. The observation of D-ribose being converted solely to the γ-lactone 

also supports the exclusive acceptance of five-membered rings. SalM did not accept D-

allose, the hexose with identical stereochemistry to D-ribose at C2, C3, and C4. As D-

allose adopts a furanose form of 8-10% at the assay temperature, this observation 

suggests that the enzyme cannot accommodate more than one carbon extending from 

C4 of the furanose ring.
19
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To further analyze the structure-activity relationship of SalM, we compared the 

kinetic parameters of the three accepted substrates. The minor differences in Vmax 

indicate that enzyme-substrate binding accounts for the majority of change in activity. 

The significantly lower Km of 5-ClR over ribose likely has two sources. Firstly, the 

replacement of the C5 hydroxyl with a chloro group in 5-ClR prevents the formation of 

a pyranose ring. As the true enzyme substrate appears to be one of the furanose 

anomers, which comprise only 20% of total ribose in solution at 30 °C, the effective 

substrate concentration of ribose is actually five-fold lower as compared to 5-ClR. 

Secondly, the switch from chloro to the more polar hydroxyl group likely creates 

unfavorable binding interactions with the enzyme. Erythrose, like 5-ClR, only adopts a 

furanose ring structure yet has a 100-fold increase in Km. The lack of a fifth carbon and 

attached chloride extending from C4 of the furanose ring eliminates the possibility of 

any favorable binding interactions that 5-ClR may generate with SalM at this site.     

2.4.2: Metal Dependence and Lactonase Activity. 

Convergent evolution has produced multiple strategies for catalyzing the 

oxidation of hydroxyls to carbonyls. Two of the most prominent families of such 

enzymes are the short-chain dehydrogenase reductases (SDR) and the medium-chain 

dehydrogenase reductases (MDR). While the reactions catalyzed may be similar, their 

mechanisms are distinct. Metal dependence is synonymous within the MDR family with 

zinc acting as a catalytic component to activate a coordinated water molecule for 

abstraction of the hydroxyl proton of the substrate.
24

 Glucose-1-dehydrogenase from the 

MDR family has been reported to oxidize glucose to gluconolactone followed by 
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“lactonase” activity to hydrolyze the lactone.
10,25,26

 However, no mechanism has been 

reported for catalysis of this additional functionality.   

Unlike the MDR family, the metal-independent SDRs are typically catalyzed by 

a lysine-activated tyrosine.
14

 Since the mechanism of classical SDRs is well established 

to be metal independent and SalM possesses the highly conserved YX3K catalytic 

group, it is likely that the metal ion is not contributing to substrate oxidation.
14

 Our 

initial speculation as to the atypical metal dependence of SalM included the possibility 

of additional lactonase activity. Lactonase enzymes such as Drp35 from Staphylococcus 

aureus bind a catalytic zinc cation to activate water for hydrolysis of lactones.
27

 This 

enzyme was also shown to exhibit lactonase activity when bound to Mg
2+

 or Mn
2+

. 

However, when SalM was assayed without Mg
2+

, 5-ClR was not oxidized to 5-ClRL 

indicating that the metal ion is required for the first step of the reaction and not the 

latter. As SalM does possess a C-terminal glutamine as in the case of RADH in L. 

brevis, we anticipate the divalent metal cation to play a similar structural role. This 

hypothesis is supported by the total loss of solubility for all C-terminal mutations to 

SalM. 

Having established that SalM does not participate in lactone hydrolysis, we 

explored the possibility of a missing chloroethylmalonyl-CoA biosynthetic enzyme. In 

metabolic pathways that require lactone hydrolysis, a lactonase is often employed to 

facilitate the reaction.
8,12,28,29

 While the salinosporamide gene cluster does not contain a 

lactonase, a search of the total genome sequence of S. tropica CNB-440 resulted in one 

annotated gluconolactonase.
30

 This gene (Stro_0658) is located approximately 400 open 

reading frames from the sal locus. While it is not known if this enzyme participates in 
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the lactone opening of 5-ClRL, it seems unlikely to be specialized for this reaction since 

Salinispora arenicola CNS-205, the closest sequenced relative of S. tropica, contains a 

92% similar gluconolactonase yet does not contain the salinosporamide gene cluster.
31

 

It is therefore possible that the biosynthesis of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA depends on the 

spontaneous hydrolysis of 5-ClRL. This may result in a specific bottleneck in 

salinosporamide A production, suggesting that fermentation yields of this prospective 

drug candidate may be increased by engineering a lactonase into S. tropica. 

2.4.3: Evolution of SalM and the Chloroethylmalonyl-CoA Pathway. 

Previously characterized pentose dehydrogenases for D-arabinose (1.1.1.117), L-

arabinose (1.1.1.46), and D-xylose (1.1.1.179) have been linked to non-phosphorylative 

pentose catabolism (Figure 2.8).
8
 In such pathways, the pentose is oxidized to a sugar 

lactone, followed by lactonase mediated hydrolysis to the pentonic acid. A pentonic 

acid dehydratase then creates a 2-keto-3-deoxy-pentonic acid, which may be 

subsequently oxidized to α-ketoglutarate or pyruvate.
29

 The transformation of 5-ClR in 

salinosporamide biosynthesis follows a strikingly similar route. In the initial step, 5-ClR 

is oxidized to 5-ClRL by SalM, followed by hydrolysis to 5-ClRI. The acid dehydratase 

SalH then putatively dehydrates 5-ClRI to 5-chloro-4-hydroxy-2-oxopentanoate 

followed by SalQ-mediated α-oxidation to 4-chloro-3-hydroxy-2-oxopentanoate.
2
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Figure 2.8. Parallel pathways in pentose oxidation. The oxidation of 5-ClR by SalM to 

a pentose lactone, followed by hydrolysis to the pentonic acid and dehydration by the 

dihydroxyacid dehydratase SalH, parallels previously reported non-phosphorylated 

pentose oxidation pathways for other pentoses in archaea. Figure adapted from Brouns 

et al.
8
 

 

 

 

It is tempting to envision this portion of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA biosynthesis 

as being recruited from non-phosphorylated pentose oxidation. SalM has been shown 

here to act as a furanose-1-dehydrogenase with activity for both D-ribose and D-

erythrose. Neither substrate has a previously characterized stereospecific 1-

dehydrogenase. The lack of activity for SalM with the pentoses L-arabinose and D-

xylose implies that SalM was not likely recruited from previously identified pathways. 

If SalM did evolve from a pentose oxidation pathway, it would likely be specific to D-

ribose. As the enzymes of such a putative pathway have yet to be elucidated, it creates 
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the potential to use secondary metabolic enzymes, SalM and SalH, as probes for 

primary metabolic non-phosphorylative ribose oxidation pathways.  

 

2.5: Methods 

2.5.1: Chemicals. 

All purchased chemicals were of reagent grade from Sigma-Aldrich unless 

otherwise noted. Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was obtained from 

Denville Scientific, D-erythrose from Alfa Aesar as a 70% w/v syrup, [U-
13

C]ribose 

(98% 
13

C) from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, and nickle-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-

NTA) from QIAGEN. The putative SalM substrate and products 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-

ribose (5-ClR),
32

 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribono--lactone (5-ClRL),
33

 and 5-chloro-5-

deoxy-D-ribonate (5-ClRI)
2
 were all synthesized according to literature procedures 

(Schemes A2.1 and A2.2). 

2.5.2: Expression and Purification of Recombinant SalM. 

Genomic DNA was obtained from cultures of Salinispora tropica CNB-440 as 

previously described and used as a template for PCR.
4
 The 768 bp salM gene 

(Stro_1027) was PCR amplified from genomic DNA using Pfu polymerase (Stratagene) 

with the forward 5’-CGTGGTTCCCATGGCATGACGAA CGGTGGGCGCC-3’ and 

reverse 5’-GCTCGAA TTCAAGCTTTCACTGCGCGAGGTAACCTC-3’ primers. 

The PCR product was digested with NcoI and HindIII (the introduced restriction sites 

are underlined), ligated into NcoI/HindIII-digested pHIS8,
34

 and its sequence verified 

(Seqxcel). Plasmid preparation and isolation was performed in Escherichia coli 
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DH5as previously described.
4
 The N-terminal octahistadyl tagged SalM was 

overexpressed in E. coli BL21(DE3). A 10 ml starter culture was grown overnight from 

a single colony in terrific broth with 50 g ml
-1

 kanamycin sulfate at 37 °C with shaking 

and then used to inoculate 1 L of terrific broth media at 28 °C with 50 g ml
-1

 

kanamycin sulfate. Growth was monitored to an optical density of 0.47, and then 0.2 

mM IPTG was added to induce protein expression. The culture was grown overnight at 

28 °C with shaking. 

All protein purification steps took place at 4 °C. Protein purification buffers 

contained 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate adjusted to pH 8.0, and increasing 

concentrations of imidazole. Buffers A (lysis), B (wash), and C (elution) contained 10, 

20, and 250 mM imidazole, respectively. Cells were pelleted at 6,300 g for 45 minutes, 

resuspended in buffer A and lysed with six 30 second bursts of probe sonication with 

resting periods of 30 seconds. The lysate was centrifuged for 30 minutes at 10,000 g. 

Soluble protein was collected and purified on a Ni-NTA column by washing with 

several volumes of buffer B and eluting with 2.5 ml of buffer C. Eluant was desalted 

using a PD-10 desalting column (GE Life Sciences) and resuspended in 50 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer adjusted to pH 8.0. Desalted protein was concentrated on a Vivaspin 6 

10 kDa membrane centrifuge concentrator (Sartorius Stedim) and then subjected to size 

exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (GE Life Sciences) with 100 mM 

Tris-HCl adjusted to pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, and 2 mM dithiothreitol.  

2.5.3: Construction of C-terminal Mutants. 
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SalM C-terminal mutants were PCR amplified from genomic DNA with the 

forward primer 5’-GCATACCATAGAATTCATGACGAACGGTGGGCGCCTAT-3’ 

and the following reverse primer for the specified mutant: 

-Q255E - 5’-GCTCGAATTCAAGCTTTCACTC CGCGAGGTAACCTC-3’ 

-Q255N - 5’-ATTGAGAGCTGCGGCCGCTCA 

GTTCGCGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

-Q255S - 5’-ATTGAGAGCTGCGGCCGCTCAG 

CTCGCGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

-Q255V - 5’-ATTGAGAGCTGCGGCCGCTCAC 

ACCGCGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

-Extension 256N - 5’-ATTGAGAGCT 

GCGGCCGCTCAGTTCTGCGCGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

-Q255V/Extension 256Q - 5’-ATTGAGAGCT 

GCGGCCGCTCACTGCACCGCGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

-A254-Q255 deletion - 5’-ATTGAGAGCT 

GCGGCCGCTCAGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

-Q255 deletion - 5’-ATTGAGAGCTGCGGCCG 

CTCACGCGAGGTAACCTCCGTCGA-3’ 

With the exception of the Q255E mutant, PCR products were digested with 

EcoRI and NotI (the introduced restriction sites are underlined), ligated into 

EcoRI/NotI-digested pHIS8, and sequence verified. The Q255E mutant was constructed 

as above with HindIII in place of NotI. Proteins were expressed via the autoinduction 

expression system Overnight Express I (EMD Chemicals) in 1 L Luria broth in 50 μg 
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ml
-1

 kanamycin sulfate at 28 °C for 24 hours. A wild-type SalM control was 

concurrently expressed under the same conditions to verify expression and solubility. 

Protein purification was carried out in a manner analogous to that described for wild-

type SalM. 

2.5.4: Enzyme Assays. 

In vitro enzyme assays were performed in a 96-well half-area microtiter plate.  

Conversion of NAD
+
 to NADH was monitored at a wavelength of 340 nm using a 

SpectraMax M2 spectrometer (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). All microplate 

assays were performed at 30 °C in 50 l volume with 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5 

unless otherwise noted.   

2.5.5: Divalent Cation Analysis. 

To identify suitable metal cofactors, SalM was assayed for activity with 0.5 mM 

5-ClR, 0.5 mM NAD
+
, and 2.4 g (0.048 mg ml

-1
) SalM. 2 mM FeSO4, NiSO4, ZnSO4, 

CuCl2, CaCl2 MnCl2, MgSO4, MgCl2, or no divalent cation was added. 

 As MgCl2, CaCl2, and MnCl2 were identified as accelerating the SalM catalyzed 

reaction, an activity vs. concentration assay was performed with cation concentration 

varying between 1–50 mM. 1 mM 5-ClR, 1 mM NAD
+
 and 2.4 μg (0.048 mg ml

-1
) 

SalM were used.  These assays were performed in triplicate and averaged. The 

maximum velocity at steady state conditions for each concentration was fitted with a 

linear line using SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software, Inc., Chicago, Il). 

2.5.6: Comparative Substrate Analysis. 
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Ten sugars were assayed for activity with SalM: D-ribose, 2-deoxy-D-ribose, D-

ribose-5-phosphate, 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-ribose, D-erythrose, D-allose, D-glucose, D-

xylose, D-arabinose, and L-arabinose. A final concentration of 2 mM carbohydrate was 

used for all substrates with excess NAD
+
 cofactor at 2.5 mM. SalM (1.6 g; 0.032 mg 

ml
-1

) was added to each 50 l reaction buffered with 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 

containing 2 mM MgCl2. After enzyme addition, absorbance measurements were 

recorded every minute for three hours.   

2.5.7: Kinetic Assays. 

Kinetic data were determined for D-ribose, D-erythrose, and 5-chloro-5-deoxy-D-

ribose. All reactions contained 2.4 μg SalM (0.048 mg ml
-1

), presoaked in 10 mM 

MgCl2, and 4 mM NAD
+
 cofactor. Substrate concentrations vs. initial velocities were 

plotted in SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software, Inc.) and fit with a non-linear Michaelis-

Menten curve. Concentrations of D-ribose ranged from 0.5 mm to 200 mM, representing 

a range of 0.3 to 10.8 Km, whereas concentrations of D-erythrose ranged from 0.10 mM 

to 40 mM representing a range of 0.4 to 16 Km. The Km for 5-ClR, however, was at the 

lower limit of detection for NADH absorbance.  Therefore, kinetic assays with 5-ClR 

were repeated on a 100 l scale to increase the absorbance path length. The 

concentration of SalM was reduced to 1.2 μg per reaction (0.012 mg ml
-1

). 

Concentrations tested for 5-ClR ranged from 10 M to 10 mM, representing a range of 

0.6 to 600 Km.   

2.5.8: Lactone Opening Assay. 
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A colorimetic assay for the detection of functionalized carboxylic acids was 

used to monitor the hydrolysis of 5-ClRL to 5-ClRI. 10 mM synthetically prepared 5-

ClRL was dissolved in 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 buffer and 3 ml was aliquoted into two 

identical tubes. Active or denatured (boiled for 10 minutes) SalM (0.008 mg ml
-1

), both 

presoaked with 10 mM MgCl2, was added to the 5-ClRL solution. Two 200 l aliquots 

were removed from each tube at regular intervals and subjected to derivatization and 

colorimetric analysis as previously described.
35

 The experiment was repeated with 0.5 

mM NAD
+
 and 0.5 mM NADH present in the buffer. Absorbance measurements were 

converted to 5-ClRL concentration by reference to a standard curve generated at the 

time of the assay. To determine the hydrolysis rate constants, a linear line was fit to the 

plot of the natural logarithm of lactone concentration vs. time using SigmaPlot 11.0. 

2.5.9: NMR Based Assays. 

Carbon detected NMR experiments were measured on a Varian VX500 

spectrometer equipped with an XSENS Cold Probe. All assays were performed with the 

sample chamber set at a constant temperature of 30 °C. Carbon-free 60 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 was used instead of Tris-HCl. Final reaction volume was 

250 l in a 3 mm diameter NMR tube. Acetonitrile was added as an internal standard.    

2.5.10: Uniformly 
13

C Labeled Ribose. 

A 3 mM solution of [U-
13

C]ribose, 3.5 mM NAD
+
, and 2 mM MgCl2 in 200 l 

of 62.5 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.5 buffer with approximately 30% deuterium oxide 

was placed in the NMR tube. To the reaction, 35 g SalM was added (in a 50 l volume 

of 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.5  buffer) for a final enzyme concentration of 0.140 
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mg ml
-1

. 1D 
13

C NMR spectra were measured using 256 scans with a 1 second T1 

relaxation time. A spectrum was taken before enzyme addition, and then following 

enzyme addition, spectra were recorded every 10–15 minutes for 4 hours. Additional 

spectra were taken 21 and 72 hours after enzyme addition during which the sample was 

exposed to ambient temperature. 

2.5.11: Unlabeled 5-ClR DEPT NMR Assay. 

4 mM of unlabeled 5-ClR, 3.5 mM NAD
+
 and 2 mM MgCl2 were dissolved into 

200 l of 62.5 mM pH 7.5 sodium phosphate buffer. To the reaction, 24 g of SalM 

was added (in a 50 l volume of 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.5 buffer) for a final 

enzyme concentration of 0.120 mg ml
-1

. The final deuterium oxide concentration was 

approximately 50%. A 2048 scan DEPT135 spectrum with a T1 of 1 second was 

recorded before enzyme addition, then repeatedly following enzyme addition for the 

first four spectra. Each acquisition required approximately 68 minutes. A final spectrum 

was started eight hours after enzyme addition. 
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2.7: Appendix 

 

Table A2.1. Optical density at 540 nm after treatment of lactone and inactivated or 

active SalM solution with hydroxylamine and ferric chloride. Absorbance was 

measured twice (samples A and B) at each time point for both inactive and active SalM. 

Absorbances were converted to concentrations in mM from the empirical formula: 

Concentration = (Absorbance + .02) / 0.1309, calculated by assaying known 

concentrations of bovine serum albumin. 

 
 

Inactivated SalM 

Minutes Sample A Sample B Ave. OD mM ln (mM) 

0 1.3 1.33 1.32 10.20 2.32 

20 1.26 1.19 1.23 9.51 2.25 

40 1.14 1.08 1.11 8.63 2.16 

60 1.04 1.13 1.09 8.44 2.13 

90 0.99 0.94 0.97 7.52 2.02 

120 0.89 0.85 0.87 6.80 1.92 

180 0.74 0.69 0.72 5.61 1.73 
 

Active SalM 

Minutes Sample A Sample B Ave. OD mM ln (mM) 

0 1.41 1.33 1.37 10.62 2.36 

20 1.25 1.15 1.20 9.32 2.23 

40 1.18 1.16 1.17 9.09 2.21 

60 1.1 1.05 1.08 8.37 2.12 

90 0.98 0.92 0.95 7.41 2.00 

120 0.92 0.86 0.89 6.95 1.94 

180 0.73 0.68 0.71 5.54 1.71 
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Scheme A2.1. Synthetic route for the SalM substrate 5-chloro-5-deoxyribose (5-ClR). 

 

 

 

 
Scheme A2.2. Synthetic routes for potential SalM products 5-chloro-5-deoxyribono-γ-

lactone (5-ClRL) and 5-chloro-5-deoxyribonate (5-ClRI).
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Bacterial Self-Resistance to the Natural Proteasome Inhibitor Salinosporamide A 
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3.1: Abstract 

 Proteasome inhibitors have recently emerged as a therapeutic strategy in cancer 

chemotherapy but susceptibility to drug resistance limits their efficacy. The marine 

actinobacterium Salinispora tropica produces salinosporamide A (NPI-0052, 

marizomib), a potent proteasome inhibitor and promising clinical agent in the treatment 

of multiple myeloma. Actinobacteria also possess 20S proteasome machinery, raising 

the question of self-resistance. We identified a redundant proteasome -subunit, SalI, 

encoded within the salinosporamide biosynthetic gene cluster and biochemically 

characterized the SalI proteasome complex. The SalI -subunit has an altered substrate 

specificity profile, 30-fold resistance to salinosporamide A, and cross-resistance to the 

FDA-approved proteasome inhibitor bortezomib. An A49V mutation in SalI correlates 

to clinical bortezomib resistance from a human proteasome 5-subunit A49T mutation, 

suggesting that self-resistance to natural proteasome inhibitors may predict clinical 

outcomes. 

 

3.2: Introduction 

The 26S proteasome is a macromolecular enzymatic complex responsible for the 

regulated hydrolysis of cellular proteins that in turn mediates processes such as amino 

acid recycling, cell cycle control, cell differentiation, and apoptosis.
1
 Ubiquitinated 

proteins are targeted by the 19S regulatory cap and transferred into the interior of the 

cylindrical 20S proteasome core particle for degradation by catalytic -subunits having 

nucleophilic N-terminal threonine residues.
1
 Eukaryotes harbor a two-fold symmetrical 
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(1–7)(1–7)(1–7)(1–7) barrel-shaped 20S structure with three active -subunits (1, 

caspase-like (C-L); 2, trypsin-like (T-L); and 5, chymotrypsin-like (CT-L)) that 

display distinct proteolytic specificities.
2
 Their catalytic inhibition with mechanism-

based small molecules has exposed the proteasome as an important therapeutic target in 

cancer and inflammation.
3
 Recently the dipeptide boronic acid bortezomib (1, Figure 

3.1) was approved by the FDA for the treatment of relapsed multiple myeloma and 

mantle cell lymphoma as a first in class proteasome inhibitor (PI) that functions as a 

reversible inhibitor of the 5-subunit.
4,5

 Acquired resistance to bortezomib, however, 

has already emerged and limits its pronounced clinical benefit that in part is due to point 

mutations in the proteasome 5-subunit.
6-9

 

Salinosporamide A (2), a potent PI naturally synthesized by the marine 

bacterium Salinispora tropica, represents an alternative treatment option due to its 

distinct chemical structure and mechanism of action.
10

 Its biosynthesis in an 

actinobacterium, which is unique amongst bacterial divisions to maintain a 20S 

proteasome,
1
 with a simplified 7777 structure, raises the question of the molecular 

basis behind natural proteasome resistance and whether this mechanism correlates to 

clinical drug resistance. Unlike the eukaryotic 26S proteasome which is essential for 

survival,
11

 the 20S proteasome has been inactivated in several actinobacteria without 

loss of viability.
12,13

 Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a notable exception that requires the 

proteasome for pathogenicity in response to host induced oxidative stress.
14

 The recent 

discovery of the prokaryotic ubiquitin-like protein (PUP) has established that the 

actinobacterial proteasome regulates the controlled destruction of targeted proteins.
15-18
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Elucidating the specific proteins and pathways regulated by the 20S proteasome in 

actinobacteria remains an active area of investigation.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Chemical structures of small molecule proteasome inhibitors discussed in 

Chapter 3. The respective P1 residues (Leu in bortezomib; cyclohexenyl in 

salinosporamides A, B, K, and cinnabaramide A; and the boxed residues in the 

salinosporamide X series) interact with the S1 specificity pocket of the proteasome -

subunit upon binding. The displaceable chloride of salinosporamide A confers 

irreversible inhibition. 

 

 

Salinosporamide A belongs to a growing family of potent natural PIs that also 

includes the actinomycete natural products lactacystin, cinnabaramide A, epoxomicin, 

and belactosin A.
10,19

 However, despite the many examples of natural product PIs being 

produced by microbes that must maintain their own functional proteasomes, the 

biochemical basis for natural resistance has not been defined. We describe here the 

identification and characterization of a 20S proteasome target modification resistance 

mechanism to salinosporamide A in the producing organism S. tropica. 
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3.3: Results and Discussion 

3.3.1: Identification of a Transcriptionally Active 20S Proteasome -subunit in the 

Salinosporamide Biosynthetic Gene Cluster.  

We recently sequenced the complete genome of S. tropica CNB-440 and 

functionally characterized the salinosporamide A gene locus.
20,21

 Curiously, towards 

one end of the 41-kb sal gene cluster resides the gene salI (Strop_1015) encoding a 

proteasome -subunit (Figure 3.2). Its physical location in a biosynthetic operon 

associated with a PI strongly suggested its involvement in resistance through target 

modification, a strategy more commonly associated with antibiotic resistance.
22

 Further 

genomic analysis of S. tropica CNB-440 identified a typical actinobacterial 20S 

proteasome gene cluster (Strop_2241–2247) that includes adjacent genes encoding  

and  proteasome subunits (Figure 3.2). We reasoned that the SalI -subunit would 

additionally complex with the lone -subunit during the biosynthesis of 

salinosporamide A to render a functional 20S proteasome with greater tolerance to the 

PI. To this end, we analyzed mRNA transcripts of Strop_2245 (-subunit), Strop_2244 

(-subunit, referred henceforth as 1), salI, and the salinosporamide biosynthesis gene 

salL as a reference to correlate SalI to inhibitor production. We observed active 

transcription of salI in parallel to the proteasome  and  subunits and salL (Figure 

3.3), suggesting that SalI has the potential to form an active proteasome complex during 

salinosporamide A biosynthesis. 
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Salinosporamide A biosynthetic gene cluster 
(Strop_1014-1042, 1014-1027 shown) 

 

 

 

Actinobacterial proteasome cluster 
(Strop_2241-2247, shown in reverse) 

 

Figure 3.2. Loci of the proteasome -subunit encoding genes of S. tropica CNB-440. 

Annotated -subunits (red) are located both within the salinosporamide (SalI) and 

actinobacterial 20S proteasome (1) gene clusters.  

 

 

1       2      3      4      7     14

salL

salI

Strop_2245

Strop_2244

Day

 
 

Figure 3.3. Proteasome transcriptional analysis in S. tropica. mRNA was isolated at 

multiple time points and transcripts of salI, Strop_2245 (-subunit), Strop_2244 ( 1-

subunit), and the salinosporamide chlorinase salL are shown. The salI gene is actively 

transcribed at all time points that salinosporamide A is being produced, as indicated by 

transcription of salL. Concurrent transcription of the -subunit indicates that the /SalI 

complex may form in vivo with salinosporamide production.  
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3.3.2: In Vitro Characterization of S. tropica Proteasome Complexes.  

To generate homogeneous proteasome complexes for in vitro analysis, we 

heterologously expressed proteasome subunits in Escherichia coli, which lacks an 

endogenous 20S proteasome. Individually expressed  and SalI remained insoluble 

until complexed with the -subunit, suggesting a mutual dependence for correct 

folding. Coexpression of the readily soluble -subunit as an N-terminal His6-tagged 

protein (29.1 kDa) with untagged 1 or SalI (23.4 and 24.6 kDa, respectively, after 

prosequence removal) and purification of the respective complexes by Ni
2+

 affinity 

chromatography and size-exclusion chromatography gave protein bands in excess of 

669 kDa (Figure 3.4), which was consistent with fully assembled 7(1)7(1)77 (ca. 

735 kDa) and 7SalI7SalI77 (ca. 752 kDa) proteasome complexes. Proteolytic activity 

of these bands was verified by the application of a fluorogenic peptide-7-amino-4-

methylcoumarin (amc) substrate directly to the gel (Figure 3.4). We next explored the 

respective hydrolytic activities and substrate specificities of the purified proteasome 

complexes using an array of peptide-amc substrates (Table 3.1). The /1 complex was 

most active against the T-L substrate Ac-RLR-amc with further activity against the CT-

L substrate Suc-LLVY-amc and the general substrate Z-VKM-amc. For the /SalI 

complex, T-L activity was abolished while that of CT-L was highly reduced.  Instead, 

the /SalI complex was 6-fold more active against Z-VKM-amc than with CT-L 

substrate Suc-LLVY-amc, which is often preferred by other actinobacterial 

proteasomes.
23-26

 We thus observed a markedly different substrate specificity between 
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the two complexes in which the /SalI complex was approximately 5-fold less active 

than the /1 complex with the substrates evaluated. 

 

 

M      1       2            M       3        4 1       2        3        4
A B

 
 

Figure 3.4. Native gel analysis of proteasome assembly and activity. (A) Native PAGE 

analysis of the assembled proteasome complexes. Lanes: M, Thyroglobulin (669 kDa); 

1, / 1; 2, / 1 pre-incubated with 75 M salinosporamide A; 3, /SalI; and 4, /SalI 

pre-incubated with 75 M salinosporamide A. Major bands above the 669 kDa marker 

correspond to fully assembled proteasome. (B) Fully assembled proteasome bands, 

based on migration of and with the same lane assignments as in (A), were visualized in 

overlay assays using the fluorogenic substrate Suc-LLVY-amc.  

 

 

 

Table 3.1. Hydrolysis rates of S. tropica proteasome complexes for all active substrates. 

No activity was observed with substrates Z-LLL-amc, MeOSuc-AAPV-amc, Z-LLE-

amc, and Suc-APA-amc. Data shown is the mean ± standard deviation, N = 3. 

Both /1 A49V and /1 M45F/A49V displayed detectable activity toward substrate 

Z-VKM-amc. However, these complexes were recovered in low yield and were prone to 

aggregation upon purification, therefore hydrolytic rates were not determined (ND).  

 

Proteasome Hydrolysis rate (nmol hr
-1

 mg
-1

) 

Complex Suc-LLVY-amc Ac-RLR-amc Z-VKM-amc 

/1 56.0 ± 1.3 93.8 ± 5.0 51.6 ± 2.7 

/1 M45F 46.9 ± 10.7 89.4 ± 6.6 53.8 ± 1.9 

/1 A49V Inactive Inactive ND 

/1 M45F/A49V Inactive Inactive ND 

/SalI 3.4 ± 0.2 Inactive 19.4 ± 0.6 

/SalI F45M 33.1 ± 2.5 Inactive 78.4 ± 0.3 

/SalI V49A Inactive Inactive Inactive 

/SalI F45M/V49A Inactive Inactive Inactive 
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We next interrogated the /1 and /SalI complexes against salinosporamide A 

inhibition to explore their relevant tolerance. As hypothesized, we observed a 16–30 

fold increase in IC50 with the /SalI complex in comparison to the /1 complex (Table 

3.2). Both proteasome complexes exhibited time-dependent inhibition by 

salinosporamide A (Figure 3.5) and no recovery of proteolytic activity was observed 

after buffer exchange to remove salinosporamide A. The resistance of the /SalI 

complex to inhibition was conserved with the reversibly-inhibiting deschloro analog 

salinosporamide B (3)
27

 and the structurally distinct bortezomib, showing 7 and 13 fold 

increases in IC50 values, respectively (Table 3.3). The resistance to both 

salinosporamide A and bortezomib, combined with the marked shift in proteolytic 

specificities, indicated that 1 and SalI have significant differences in substrate binding 

pocket dynamics.  
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Table 3.2. Salinosporamide A inhibition (IC50) values for all wild-type and mutant 

complexes. Substrate represents amino acid residues preceding fluorescent amc tag (ex. 

LLVY = Suc-LLVY-amc). Data shown is the mean ± standard deviation, N = 3. 

 

Proteasome 
Substrate 

IC50 (M) 

complex salinosporamide A 

/1 

LLVY 3.1 ± 0.2 

RLR 1.7 ± 0.8 

VKM 1.2 ± 0.1 

/1 M45F VKM 1.2 ± 0.1 

/1 A49V VKM 13.6 ± 2.2 

/1 VKM 15.3 ± 2.2 
M45F/A49V 

/SalI 

LLVY 52.0 ± 3.5 

RLR Inactive 

VKM 36.8 ± 2.4 

/SalI F45M VKM 45.5 ± 2.3 

/SalI V49A VKM Inactive 

/SalI 
VKM Inactive 

F45M/V49A 
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Figure 3.5. Time-dependence of salinosporamide A inhibition on the (A) /1 and (B) 

/SalI complexes. Various concentrations of salinosporamide A were premixed with 

fluorogenic Z-VKM-amc substrate. Proteasome complex was then added at 20 g ml
-1

 

and substrate hydrolysis was measured once per minute. RFU = Relative fluorescence 

units. Salinosporamide A is spontaneously hydrolyzed in aqueous buffer with an 

estimated half-life of 20–30 minutes at pH 8.0.
28
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Table 3.3. Inhibition (IC50) values of wild-type /1 and /SalI proteasome complexes 

with various proteasome inhibitors. All assays were performed using the Z-VKM-amc 

substrate. Inhibitor insolubility prevented accurate IC50 determination at concentrations 

exceeding 250 M. Data shown is the mean ± standard deviation, N = 3. 

 

Inhibitor /1 IC50 (M) /SalI IC50 (M) 

Salinosporamide A 1.2 ± 0.1 36.8 ± 2.4 

Salinosporamide B 19.2 ± 3.5 138.7 ± 27.3 

Bortezomib 3.3 ± 0.2 42.7 ± 3.4 

Antiprotealide 103.6 ± 7.2 >250 

Salinosporamide X3 >250 >250 

Salinosporamide X5 >250 >250 

Salinosporamide X7 3.6 ± 0.2 >250 

 

 

 

3.3.3: Probing Proteasome Binding Pocket Residues with Mutational Analysis.  

To gain insight into the molecular basis governing SalI’s PI resistance, we 

scrutinized its amino acid residues lining the conserved S1 and S2 pockets since the 

compact nature of salinosporamide restricts its proteasome binding interactions to these 

sites. Crystallographic analysis of salinosporamide A bound to the 5-subunit of the 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteasome (PDB: 2FAK) previously revealed beneficial 

hydrophobic interactions between its cyclohexenyl side chain and several residues of 

the S1 binding pocket, most notably Met45, yet minimal contact with the S2 pocket.
27

 

Alignment of 1, SalI, 5 from S. cerevisiae and Homo sapiens, and previously 

characterized actinobacterial proteasome -subunits revealed that SalI possesses unique 

Phe45 and Val49 residues, both located within the S1 binding pocket (Figure 3.6). 

Position 45 forms the base of the S1 binding pocket and is known to confer CT-L, T-L, 

or C-L preference to the eukaryotic -subunits, while position 49 resides at the entrance 

of the pocket (Figure 3.7).
2
 We thus targeted both positions by site-directed mutagenesis 
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and generated mutants in which we exchanged their residues in order to investigate 

substrate specificity and salinosporamide resistance in both S. tropica -subunits, 1 and 

SalI. 

 

1 10 20 30 40 50

Sc_β5 TTTLAFRFQGGIIVAVDSRATAGNWVASQTVKKVIEINPFLLGTMAGGAADCQFWET..

Hs_β5 TTTLAFKFRHGVIVAADSRATAGAYIASQTVKKVIEINPYLLGTMAGGAADCSFWER..

Re_β1 TTIVALTYKGGVLLAGDRRATQGNLIASRDVEKVYVTDEYSAAGIAGTAGIAIELVR..

Re_β2 TTIVAISYAGGVLLAGDRRATMGNLIASRDVQKVYVTDDYSAAGIAGTAGIAIELVR..

Stc TTIVAVTFPGGVVLAGDRRATMGNMIAQRDIEKVFPADEYSAVGIAGTAGLAVEMVK..

Ma TTIVAISAAGGVVMAGDRRATMGNLIAQRDIEKVHPADAYSLVGIAGTAGIGIELMR..

Fs TTIVAVTFPGGVIMAGDRRATQGHMIAQRDVEKVHHADDFSCVGYAGTAGVGAELIR..

St_β1 TTIVAIATAGGVVLAGDRRATMGNLIAQRDVEKVHPADAYSLVGMAGAAGIGIELTR..

St_SalI TTIVAATFAGGVLLAGDRRTTMGNLIAGRDVDKLTITDDYSAVGFAGTVGISIDMTR..
 

 

Figure 3.6. Comparison of actinobacterial and eukaryotic -subunit S1 binding pocket 

residues. A partial sequence alignment of characterized actinomycete -subunits and the 

CT-L 5-subunits of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc) and Homo sapiens (Hs) is shown 

from Thr1 to position 57. The actinobacterial -subunits of Rhodococcus erythropolis 

PR4 (Re), Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) (Stc), Micromonospora aurantiaca ATCC 

27029 (Ma), Frankia sp. ACN14a (Fs), and Salinispora tropica CNB-440 (St) are 

displayed. Residues previously shown to interact with salinosporamide A during 

binding to the 5-subunit of S. cerevisiae are highlighted. Darker shades of gray 

indicate deviation from the consensus sequence. A full alignment is shown in the 

appendix (Figure A3.1).  
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Salinosporamide A

Thr1

Val31

Ala/Val49

Met/Phe45

 
 

Figure 3.7. A structural depiction of salinosporamide A bound to the 20S proteasome. 

Residues forming the S1 binding pocket are shown. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae 5-

subunit with salinosporamide A bound (white, PDB 2FAK chain K) is overlayed with 

1 (gray) and SalI (blue) of S. tropica, both homology modeled against the prokaryotic 

proteasome -subunit of Rhodococcus erythropolis (PDB 1Q5Q chain H). The 

substitution of Phe45 and Val49 in SalI were predicted to alter substrate and inhibitor 

binding and therefore targeted for mutagenesis.   

 

 

Mutagenesis of the 1 Met45 residue, which is conserved in the S. cerevisiae 

and human 5-subunits where it contributes to their CT-L activities, to Phe as in SalI 

resulted in the /1 M45F mutant that maintained its native proteolytic activity (Table 

3.1) and sensitivity to salinosporamide A (Table 3.2). Conversely, the /SalI F45M 

mutant had significantly greater hydrolytic activity for its substrates Suc-LLVY-amc 

and Z-VKM-amc at ~10 and 4 times, respectively, its native activity (Table 3.1). This 
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mutant did not engender new activity against the five previously tested inactive 

substrates, revealing that substrate specificity was not altered as originally envisaged, 

just its catalytic efficiency. Further, /SalI F45M was slightly more resistant to 

salinosporamide A than the native /SalI complex (Table 3.2), indicating that position 

45 is not a major determinant in salinosporamide A resistance.  

We rather hypothesized that position 49 contributes to salinosporamide 

resistance as the substitution of the larger Val residue in SalI for the conserved Ala 

residue that typifies -subunits would constrict the S1 binding pocket and hinder 

inhibitor binding. An A49V mutation was previously identified in the S. cerevisiae 5-

subunit that resulted in a shift of substrate specificity away from CT-L activity.
29

 As 

extensively discussed in Chapter 1, similar A49V and A49T acquired mutations in 

human monocytic/macrophage, multiple myeloma, and lymphoblastic Jurkat T cell 

lines were recently shown to confer resistance to bortezomib and cross-resistance to 

other peptide-based PIs.
7-9

 We thus first generated the /1 A49V mutant. This mutant 

lost most of its hydrolytic activity while maintaining Z-VKM-amc activity, albeit at 

reduced levels (Table 3.1). When incubated with salinosporamide A, we observed 

greater than a ten-fold increase in its IC50 (Table 3.2). Unfortunately, our attempts to 

further correlate the role of Val49 in salinosporamide resistance with /SalI V49A were 

unsuccessful since this mutant complex lost its hydrolytic activity. Denaturing PAGE 

revealed a 2–3 kDa increase in the SalI subunits containing the V49A mutation, 

indicating activity was lost due to improper prosequence cleavage (Figure 3.8). The 

/1 M45F/A49V and /SalI F45M/V49A double mutants behaved similarly to the 
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respective position 49 single mutants, indicating that this residue is significantly more 

influential to S1 binding pocket dynamics in both complexes.  

 

kDa

40

30

25

20

1       2      3      4      5       6      7      8       9      10

α-subunits (29.1 kDa)

miscleaved SalI subunits

ß1/SalI subunits (23.4/24.6 kDa)

 

Figure 3.8. Denaturing 16% SDS PAGE analysis of the proteasome complexes. Lanes: 

1,10, NativeMark™ ladder; 2, /1; 3, /1 M45F; 4, /1 A49V; 5, /1 M45F/A49V; 

6, /SalI; 7, /SalI F45M; 8, /SalI V49A; and 9, /SalI F45M/V49A. The increased 

size of SalI in lanes 8 and 9 indicate improper prosequence cleavage due to the V49A 

mutation. 

  

 

 

The mechanism of self-resistance to endogenously produced salinosporamide A 

in S. tropica appears to have independently evolved in human cancer cell lines with 

prolonged exposure to the drug. Intriguingly, acquired human resistance to a natural 

anticancer agent that mirrors the evolved natural resistance strategy was also recently 

described for the topoisomerase I inhibitor camptothecin. In this case, the camptothecin-

containing medicinal plant carries a point mutation in the encoding topoisomerase I 

gene that is identical to one found in resistant human cell lines.
30

 However, there is a 

subtle difference in the salinosporamide and camptothecin resistance examples since 

camptothecin is produced by an endophytic fungus associated with the plant,
31

 and thus 

genes for biosynthesis and resistance are rather decoupled between the producer and the 

resistant host. 
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3.3.4: Targeting SalI for Inhibition with Modified P1 Residues.  

Mutational analysis revealed the SalI A49V mutation to be the primary driver of 

salinosporamide A resistance. The observed cross-resistance to bortezomib, bearing a 

P1 leucine residue, and decreased activity with the CT-L substrate suggested that Val49 

diminishes the potent inhibition of salinosporamide A via S1 binding pocket 

constriction. To probe this premise, we further interrogated the S. tropica 20S 

proteasome complexes with salinosporamide derivatives bearing modified C-5 residues 

corresponding to the P1 site. We thus assayed four salinosporamide X derivatives 

previously generated by mutasynthesis
32

 in which the cyclohexenyl ring of 

salinosporamide A was replaced with smaller (antiprotealide (4), salinosporamides X3 

(5) and X7 (6)) or more flexible (salinosporamide X5 (7)) aliphatic P1 residues. In each 

case, we measured a loss in proteasome inhibition in relation to salinosporamide A 

(Table 3.3), suggesting a more complicated picture in inhibitor binding and S1 pocket 

dynamics. 

3.3.5: Survey of Secondary Proteasomal -subunits in Actinomycetes.  

Having validated the relationship between the endogenous S. tropica PI 

salinosporamide A and the resistance proteasome -subunit SalI, we next probed other 

actinobacterial genomes for similar associations in order to query whether this is a 

common phenomenon for PI biosynthesis. Since salinosporamide A is structurally 

related to the PIs salinosporamide K (8) from “Salinispora pacifica” strain CNT-133A
33

 

and the cinnabaramides (9) from Streptomyces sp. JS360,
34

 we first probed their 

biosynthetic loci. We cloned and partially sequenced the cinnabaramide biosynthetic 
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gene cluster and identified an associated salI homolog (46% sequence identity) whose 

product has the resistance Phe45/Val49 sequence signature (Table 3.4). The complete 

cinnabaramide biosynthetic cluster, including this 20S proteasome -subunit (CinJ), 

was independently published.
35

 As in the case with S. tropica, S. sp. JS360 also harbors 

a primary 20S proteasome gene cluster that includes a -subunit containing residues 

Ile45 and Ala49, which is consistent with previously characterized actinobacterial -

subunits.
23-26

 Sequence analysis of the recently sequenced “S. pacifica” salinosporamide 

K biosynthetic gene cluster, on the other hand, did not reveal an associated proteasome 

-subunit, which may correlate with salinosporamide K’s lower biosynthetic titer and 

diminished inhibitory activity.
33

 

BLAST analysis of the S. tropica 1-subunit against all available actinobacterial 

genomes uncovered several organisms with dual proteasome -subunits. Comparison of 

the primary and secondary proteasome -subunits of Streptomyces avermitilis MA-

4680, Thermomonospora curvata DSM 43183, and Streptomyces bingchenggensis 

BCW-1 showed that Ala49 is switched to either Val or Leu in one of the two subunits 

(Table 3.4). In two cases, Val49 occurs in the freestanding secondary -subunit, as is 

the case with S. tropica, while the primary -subunit of S. bingchenggensis contains 

Leu49. Further sequence analysis of the gene neighborhoods of the secondary 

proteasome -subunits revealed in the case of S. bingchenggensis a hybrid NRPS/PKS 

biosynthetic gene cluster (accession: ADI05330/locus tag: SBI_02209 and 

ADI05329/SBI_02208) located immediately adjacent to its secondary -subunit (Figure 

3.9). This gene cluster is predicted to encode the biosynthesis of a tripeptide natural 
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product with a modified C-terminal acetate extension (Figure 3.10). As many synthetic 

and natural PIs are short peptides with an electrophilic modification at the C-terminus,
19

 

we anticipate that this cluster encodes an orphan PI with a novel peptidic structure. This 

clear association of a secondary proteasome -subunit with a natural product 

biosynthetic gene cluster may signal a new experimental paradigm for the discovery of 

natural PIs.  

 

 

Table 3.4. Sequence comparison of secondary -subunits in Actinomycetes. The two 

previously characterized -subunits of R. erythropolis were omitted as both associate 

with -subunits.
25

 The full sequence alignment is provided in the appendix (Figure 

A3.1). The designation of 1º is based on -subunit association with a proteasomal gene 

cluster containing an -subunit and accessory proteins, whereas 2º -subunits are found 

without other proteasomal encoding genes and often cluster with natural product 

biosynthesis genes. The % identity is calculated relative to SalI without the 

prosequence. E-values are relative to S. tropica 1 without prosequence. 

      

Organism -subunit Accession Motif 45–49 % identity E-value 

Salinispora tropica 

CNB-440 

1°, 1 YP_001159072 MAGAA 58 NA 

2°, SalI YP_001157868 FAGTV 100 6.0E-68 

Streptomyces sp. 
JS360 

1° JF970179 IAGTA 52 5.0E-75 

2°, CinJ JF970180 FAGSV 46 3.0E-71 

Streptomyces 
avermitilis MA-4680 

1° NP_827857 IAGTA 53 7.0E-77 

2° NP_823988 FAGTV 51 6.0E-66 

Thermomonospora 
curvata DSM 43183 

1° YP_003299915 IAGTA 56 2.0E-76 

2° YP_003300043 MAGTV 50 3.0E-61 

Streptomyces 
bingchenggensis 

BCW-1 

1° ADI11600 IAGTL 52 9.0E-75 

2° ADI05332 IAGTA 52 9.0E-65 
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Figure 3.9. Gene neighborhood of the secondary 20S proteasome -subunit of 

Streptomyces bingchenggensis BCW-1. The predicted proteasome -subunit 

(Accession: ADI05332, shown in red) is immediately adjacent to a putative NRPS/PKS 

biosynthetic cluster. A 27.5 kb region which includes possible tailoring enzymes of this 

natural product is shown. A larger listing of genes flanking SBI_02211 is found in the 

appendix (Table A3.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Predicted domain architecture of the NRPS/PKS encoding enzymes 

SBI_02208 and SBI_02209. The three adenylation domains of SBI_02209 were 

predicted to load valine, threonine, and a non-proteinogenic amino acid (?), 

respectively. The first, N-terminal C-domain is predicted to attach a fatty acyl or 

aromatic acyl group (R1). The AT domain of SBI_02208 was predicted to load a 

malonyl-CoA extender unit.  
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The N-terminal C-domain of SBI_02209 suggests that the encoded tripeptide is 

primed with a non-proteinogenic acyl starter. A bioinformatics analysis of the amino 

acid sequence of this C-domain using the online NaPDoS (Natural Product Domain 

Seeker) tool revealed that it clades with other “starter” C-domains (Figure 3.11).
36

 

Natural products with “starter” C-domains typically initiate biosynthesis with a -

hydroylated fatty acyl unit or an acyl aromatic unit.
37

 This C-domain clades most 

closely to that of bacillibactin biosynthesis from several species of Bacillus, which 

incorporates a 2,3-dihydroxybenzoate acyl group. This type of N-terminal modification 

supports our hypothesis of a cryptic PI gene cluster as the recently described PIs 

carmaphycin A/B and fellutamide B incorporate a fatty acyl chain, while synthetic PIs 

such as bortezomib, MLN2338, and CEP-18770 employ aromatic acyl extensions (see 

Figure 1.4 for structures).  

The three adenylation domains of SBI_02209 were predicted to load valine (E-

value = 0.100, as compared to tyrocidine, surfactin, lichenysin, and gramicidin), 

threonine (E-value = 0.006, as compared to coelichelin, pyoverdin, and fengycin) and a 

non-ribosomal amino acid of unknown structure using the “PKS/NRPS Analysis Web-

site”.
38

 The AT domain of SBI_02208 was predicted to load a malonyl-CoA extender 

unit using the online antiSMASH tool, which also supported the prediction of amino 

acids loaded by each adenylation domain.
39
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Figure 3.11. Phylogenetic tree of NRPS “starter” C-domains. The N-terminal C-domain 

of SBI_02209 clades with other “starter” C-domains which incorporate various acyl 

groups into characterized natural products.
36

 The incorporated acyl group is listed below 

the natural product. SBI_02209 most closely clades with the bacillibactin C1 “starter” 

domain, indicating that this potential PI may be initiated with 2,3-dihydrobenzoic acid. 

 

 

Our attempts to obtain the S. bingchenggensis BCW-1 strain from Chinese 

culture collections were unsuccessful. As such, we have no concrete evidence that this 

organism produces a PI of any structure. As the biosynthetic pathways of many PIs such 

as epoxomicin and eponemycin have yet to be elucidated, they cannot serve as a 

reference point for homology. If we were able to obtain the organism, I would begin 

with bioassay guided fractionation to locate a cytotoxic compound and then follow up 

with 20S proteasome inhibition assays to verify the cellular target. If a PI were 
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discovered, the chemical structure would be solved by high resolution mass 

spectroscopy and standard 1D and 2D NMR spectroscopy. Investigation into the 

biosynthetic origin of the PI’s warhead and non-proteinogenic amino acid would begin 

with stable isotope labeling of possible precursors such as acetate and S-adenosyl-L- 

methionine. To verify that this gene cluster does hold the biosynthetic blueprints for the 

PI, a gene inactivation of the NRPS/PKS genes would be utilized to abolish production.  

The following proposal for the structure and biosynthesis of this PI is a purely 

speculative bioinformatics exercise. If this natural product is indeed a PI, then the C-

terminal acetate would require modification to generate an electrophilic warhead such 

as an aldehyde, -lactone, or ,-epoxyketone.  Possible mechanisms to generate such 

functional groups are explored in Figure 3.12. Reductive cleavage of the PCP bound 10 

to yield the -keto aldehyde 11 which could then tautomerize to 12 followed by an 

unprecedented epoxide formation to yield an ,-epoxyketone epoxomicin derivative 

13. This route, however, appears unlikely as the annotated thioesterase domain lacks an 

electron accepting cofactor binding site. Alternatively, non-reductive hydrolysis of 10 to 

the -keto acid 14 could be followed by spontaneous decarboxylation to yield an 

electrophilic ethylketone (15). Subsequent oxidation of 15 to 16 would generate a 

Michael acceptor to potentially act as an irreversible inhibitor. Three annotated 

oxidoreductase enzymes are present in this gene neighborhood, including an acyl-CoA 

dehydrogenase, an NADH dependent dehydrogenase, and an FAD dependent berberine 

domain containing protein. An alternative fate of 14 may be oxidation of the -methyl 

group to 17. Intramolecular cyclization would form a -lactone warhead (19) as seen in 
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the salinosporamides, cinnabaramides, and lactacystin. This process may be catalyzed 

by the berberine domain containing protein which was originally characterized to 

catalyze the oxidation of the exocyclic N-methyl group of (S)-reticuline which then 

serves and an electrophile for a concerted intramolecular cyclization reaction to (S)-

scoulerine, en route to berberine.
40,41

 The berberine-bridge enzyme may also participate 

in a redox reaction to facilitate epoxide or strained ring formation analogous to the 

hypothesized role of the 53% identical Azic01 in aziridine formation of azicemicin A.
42

 

In this case, aziridine formation results in dehydration as opposed to saturation of a 

double bond. Caution should be used in this assumption as several other berberine 

domain-containing proteins have been characterized and shown to have diverse 

functions such as keto/alchohol conversions and dehydrogenations.
43-45

 Reduction of 19 

to the hemiacetal (20) followed by chain opening (21), tautomerization (22) and 

epoxide formation may yield 23 with the eponemycin/epopomycin-like warhead.  
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Figure 3.12. Possible mechanisms to generate electrophilic modifications on the C-

terminus of the SBI_02208-9 encoded NRPS/PKS natural product of S. 

bingchenggensis BCW-1. Potential electrophilic endpoints are enclosed in boxes.  
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3.3.6: Summary. 

The recruitment of a pathway specific proteasome -subunit to assemble with 

the primary -subunit to form a 20S proteasome complex (/SalI) that is both 

hydrolytically active and relatively resistant to PIs is unprecedented and defines a new 

mechanism of natural product resistance. This evolved resistance mechanism in a PI-

producing microbe is strikingly similar to the analogous target modification paradigm 

recently reported for bortezomib treatment in human cancer cell lines, thereby 

suggesting that natural PI chemotherapy, which includes salinosporamide A, may 

ultimately be similarly susceptible to acquired resistance by proteasome modification.  

 

3.4: Methods 

3.4.1: Materials. 

 Salinosporamides A and B were purified from cultures of S. tropica CNB-

440.
46

 Proteasome inhibitors of the salinosporamide X series were produced and 

purified from a genetically modified S. tropica strain as previously described.
32,47

 All 

chemicals purchased were of the highest quality. Proteasome inhibitor Velcade
®

 

(Bortezomib) was purchased from LC Laboratories and the seven 7-amino-4-

methylcoumarin (amc) tagged peptide substrates were purchased as follows: substrates 

Z-Val-Lys-Met-amc, Z-Leu-Leu-Leu-amc, Suc-Leu-Leu-Val-Tyr-amc, MeOSuc-Ala-

Ala-Pro-Val-amc, Ac-Arg-Leu-Arg-amc, and Z-Leu-Leu-Glu-amc from Enzo Life 

Sciences and substrate Suc-Ala-Pro-Ala-amc from Peptides International, Inc.  

3.4.2: mRNA Transcript Analysis.  
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Total RNA was extracted from S. tropica CNB-440 and converted to cDNA as 

reported previously.
21

 PCR was run for 25 cycles using Taq polymerase (New England 

Biolabs) and 500 ng of cDNA in 10 L reactions. Primers used were: salL, forward  

5` TCGTGGACATAACCCATGAC 3` and  

reverse 5` AGGACCTCGTGACACTCGAC 3`; salI, forward 5` 

TAGTCGTCCGTGATCGTGAG 3` and reverse 5` GCCGTCCACGTTCTTAACAT 

3`; Strop_2244, forward 5` CTGGAGCACTACGAGAAGAC 3` and reverse 5` 

GTCACGTCGAAGCTGAAG 3`; and Strop_2245, forward 5` 

CCTGAACGGTCTGAGCTAC 3` and reverse 5` GGTACAGTTCGTCGTCCTC 3`. 

PCR products were approximately 250 bp in size. 

3.4.3: Plasmid Construction. 

 Proteasome  (Strop_2245, accession: YP_001159073) and 1 (Strop_2244, 

accession: YP_001159072) or SalI (Strop_1015, accession: YP_001157868) subunits 

were sequentially cloned from genomic DNA of S. tropica CNB-440 into the ampicillin 

resistant pETDuet-1 coexpression vector (EMD Chemicals) to generate /1 pETDuet 

and /SalI pETDuet. The -subunit contained an N-terminal His6 tag while the 1 and 

SalI subunits were untagged. An additional 1-subunit was cloned into the kanamycin 

resistant pHIS8 expression vector.
48

 PCR reactions used Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase 

and were sequenced by Seqxcel, Inc.   

The 1-subunit was amplified for the pHIS8 vector with the primers: forward 5’ 

CCCATGGCGGATCCGTGGCAGCGGCTTTCGACC 3’ and reverse 5’ 

CCCATGGCGAATTCTCAGCCGCCCGGATTCTCC 3’. The -subunit was 
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amplified for MCS1 of pETDuet-1 with the primers: forward 5’ 

CACAGCCAGGATCCGGTGGCCATGCAGTTCTACGCC 3’ and reverse 5’ 

CCCATGGCGAATTCCTAGGGGGCCTCGGAATCGG 3’. 1 was amplified for 

MCS2 of pETDuet-1 with the primers: forward 5’ 

GAGATATACATATGGCAGCGGCTTTCGACCCATC 3’ 

and reverse 5’ CCCATGGCGATATCTCAGCCGCCCGGATTCTCC 3’.  

SalI was amplified for MCS2 of pETDuet-1 with the primers: forward 5’ 

GAGATATACATATGAATCGGGGTCTGCCGTCCAC 3’ and reverse 5’ 

CCCATGGCGATATCTCAGGACGCGGTAAAGCTTCG 3’. The introduced BamHI, 

EcoRI, NdeI and EcoRV sites are underlined. The start and stop codons are shown in 

bold. 

3.4.4: Site-Directed Mutagenesis.  

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the Stratagene Quikchange kit 

(Agilent Technologies). Single point mutations were performed using the /1 pETDuet 

and /SalI pETDuet constructs as templates to generate /1 M45F pETDuet, /1 

A49V pETDuet, /SalI F45M pETDuet, and /SalI V49A pETDuet. Positions 45 and 

49 refer to the amino acid position of the 1 or SalI subunit from Thr1 after prosequence 

cleavage. Double mutations were performed sequentially. The /1 M45F pETDuet 

plasmid was used as a template to generate the /1 M45F/A49V double mutant while 

the /SalI F45M pETDuet plasmid was similarly used to generate the /SalI 

F45M/V49A double mutant. Both subunits of the mutant vectors were resequenced for 

verification following mutagenesis.   
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Primers sequences used were as follows with mutation sites underlined:  

/1 M45F forward 5' CTCCCTGGTGGGCTTCGCGGGTGCCGCC 3' and reverse 5' 

GGCGGCACCCGCGAAGCCCACCAGGGAG 3'; /1 A49V forward 5' 

CATGGCGGGTGCCGTCGGAATCGGGATC 3' and reverse 5' 

GATCCCGATTCCGACGGCACCCGCCATG 3'; /1 M45F/V49A (from /1 M45F) 

forward 5' CTTCGCGGGTGCCGTCGGAATCGGGATC 3' reverse 5' 

GATCCCGATTCCGACGGCACCCGCGAAG 3'; /SalI F45M forward 5' 

CTATTCGGCGGTCGGTATGGCCGGCACGGTGGGC 3' and reverse 5' 

GCCCACCGTGCCGGCCATACCGACCGCCGAATAG 3'; /SalI V49A forward 5' 

GTTTCGCCGGCACGGCAGGCATCTCCATTGAC 3' and reverse 5' 

GTCAATGGAGATGCCTGCCGTGCCGGCGAAAC 3'; /SalI F45M/V49A (from 

/SalI F45M) forward 5' GTATGGCCGGCACGGCAGGCATCTCCATTGAC 3' and 

reverse 5' GTCAATGGAGATGCCTGCCGTGCCGGCCATAC 3'. 

3.4.5: Protein Expression.  

All expression vectors were transformed into Escherichia coli BL21(DE3).  To 

increase titers of the /1 wild-type complex, a second 1 expression plasmid, 1 

pHIS8, was transformed concurrently with /1 pETDuet. A 10 ml culture in LB broth 

containing 100 g ml
-1

 ampicillin was grown overnight at 37 °C. This was used to 

inoculate a 1 L culture of ZY media with autoinduction containing 100 g ml
-1

 

ampicillin.
49

 In the case of the wild-type /1 proteasome expression, 50 g ml
-1

 

kanamycin was also added to starter and expression cultures. Expression cultures were 

grown on an orbital shaker for 20 h at 28 °C.   
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3.4.6: Protein Purification.  

All protein purification steps took place at 4 °C. Protein purification buffers 

contained 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate adjusted to pH 8.0, and increasing 

concentrations of imidazole. Buffers A (lysis), B (wash), and C (elution) contained 10, 

20, and 250 mM imidazole, respectively. Cells were pelleted at 6,300 g for 15 min, 

resuspended in buffer A and lysed with six 30 sec bursts of probe sonication with 

resting periods of 30 sec. The lysate was centrifuged for 45 min at 20,000 g. Soluble 

protein was collected and equilibrated with Ni-NTA resin for 1 h before it was purified 

by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography, washed with several volumes of buffer B and 

eluting with 10 ml of buffer C. Washed and eluted protein was concentrated with a 

Vivaspin 100 kDa cut-off spin concentrator (GE biosciences) and resuspended in 100 

mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0. Concentrated protein was further purified by size exclusion 

chromatography on a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 column (GE biosciences) with a 100 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 mobile phase and reconcentrated with a vivaspin 100 kDa cutoff 

protein concentrator.   

3.4.7: Native Gel Analysis and Fluorescent Overlay Assay.  

10 g /1 or 10 g /SalI were loaded onto an Invitrogen (4–16%) 

NativePAGE gel (Life Technologies). The gel was run at 150 V at 4 °C. For direct band 

visualization, the gels were washed and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. For 

fluorescent visualization assays, the unstained native gel was briefly washed with H2O 

then submerged in 25 M Suc-LLVY-amc containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 buffer 

solution and shaken at room temperature for 60 minutes in darkness. The gel was 
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transilluminated at 360 nm using a Gel Logic 2200 gel imager (Carestream). For 

salinosporamide inhibition, proteasome was incubated with 75 M salinosporamide A 

for 20 min prior to loading of the gel.  

3.4.8: Denaturing Gel Analysis.  

Protein samples were prepared for denaturing PAGE by boiling for 5 min prior 

to loading 5–15 g proteasome onto the gel. Samples were loaded onto an Invitrogen 

NuPAGE 16% Tris-glycine SDS gel and run at 125 V for 3 h. Gels were washed and 

stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.   

3.4.9: Proteasome Assays.  

All proteasome assays were performed at a final volume of 50 L in Greiner 

half-well microplates at 30 °C in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, unless otherwise specified. 

Fluorescence was measured on a Spectramax M2 plate reader (Molecular Devices) with 

an excitation wavelength of 355 nm and an emission wavelength of 460 nm.  

3.4.10: Rates of Hydrolysis.  

Purified proteasome complexes were assayed at three concentrations, each in 

triplicate. Enzyme concentrations assayed varied by proteasome complex from 5–60 g 

ml
-1

 depending on activity. Substrate was added to 40 M. Change in fluorescence was 

monitored continuously and the slope of the steady state portion of the curve was used 

to calculate the hydrolysis rate at that enzyme concentration. The average hydrolysis 

rate at each enzyme concentration was then plotted and a line was fit to obtain the 

hydrolysis rate per enzyme concentration using SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software, Inc.). 
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Relative fluorescence units were converted to M by comparison to a standard curve of 

7-amino-4-methylcoumarin in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. 

3.4.11: Proteasome Inhibition.  

Proteasome complexes were incubated in serial dilutions of the proteasome 

inhibitors for 15 min at 30 °C. Enzyme concentration was adjusted between 1–3 g per 

reaction (20–60 g ml
-1

) to ensure adequate activity for measurement of inhibition. 

Amounts of proteasome added per reaction were: 1.2 g /1, 1.3 g /1 F45M, 1.0 

g /1 A49V, 3.0 g /1 M45F/V49A, 1.7 g /SalI, and 2.9 g /SalI F45M. The 

/SalI V49A and /SalI F45M/V49A mutants were not tested due to lack of hydrolytic 

activity. Fluorogenic substrate was then added to 40 M and the reaction allowed to 

proceed for 30 min in darkness before fluorescence was measured. Maximum activity 

was set as proteasome in the absence of inhibitor and minimum activity was set as 

fluorogenic substrate in the absence of proteasome. Measurements were performed in 

triplicate and averaged.  IC50 values were calculated from 4-parameter logistic curve 

fittings using SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software, Inc.). 

3.4.12: Time-Dependence of Inhibition.  

Dilutions of salinosporamide A or B ranging from 0.5–100 M and 40 M Z-

VKM-amc substrate (final concentrations) were warmed to 30 ºC in a 96-well plate. 

Pre-warmed /1 or /SalI was then added at 20 g ml
-1

 (27 nM, 14 active sites) final 

concentration and fluorescence was measured every minute for 3.5 h at a constant 

temperature of 30 ºC.  

3.4.13: Irreversibility of Inhibition.  
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To assess the reversibility of salinosporamide A inhibition on the /1 and 

/SalI complexes, 300 l of 20 g ml
-1

 enzyme in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 buffer was 

incubated with 250 M salinosporamide A or an equivalent amount of DMSO for 1.5 h 

at 30 ºC. Samples were buffer exchanged three times on Amicon Ultra 0.5ml 30 kDa 

cutoff centrifugal filters (Millipore) to remove inhibitor and added to a microplate 

containing 40 M Z-VKM-amc substrate. Fluorescence was monitored at 30 ºC every 

minute for 3 h. 

3.4.14: Cinnabaramide Biosynthetic Gene Cluster Cloning. 

 DNA isolation and manipulations in E. coli and Streptomyces sp. JS360 were 

carried out according to standard methods.
50,51

 PCR amplifications were carried out 

using Taq DNA polymerase (Fermentas). Fosmid sequencing was conducted by 

GenoTech Corp. A genomic fosmid library of S. sp. JS360 was constructed in pCC2 

(Epicentre) according to manufacturer's protocol. This library was screened by colony 

PCR with degenerate ketosynthase primers based on five ketosynthase sequences: the 

tetronomycin synthase TetA from Streptomyces sp. NRRL 11266 (BAE93722), the 

tylactone synthase TylG from Streptomyces fradiae (O33954), the jamaicamide 

synthase JamE from Lyngbya majuscula (AAS98777), and the salinosporamide A and 

K synthase SalA and Sp_SalA from Salinospora tropica (ABP73645) and Salinospora 

pacifica (ADZ28493), respectively. The primers were FP_KSdeg 5` 

TGGGARGCDCTGGARGABGCBGGC 3`, with a degeneracy of 108, and RP_ KSdeg 

5` GCCGTYGGCDCGGGCGTCGAAGG 3`, with a degeneracy of 6. The cinJ gene 

sequence was obtained through gene walking from the 5’end of the cinA polyketide 
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synthase. The cinnabaramide associated 20S proteasome -subunit was deposited in 

GenBank with the accession number JF970180.  

3.4.15: Streptomyces sp. JS360 Proteasome Gene Cloning.  

 The -subunit was cloned from S. sp JS360 genomic DNA using the forward 

5`GTGTCGACGCCGTTCTATG 3’ and reverse 5’ GCTTGAACTTGCGCTGCTG 3’ 

primers. Oligonucleotides were designed based on an alignment of -subunit genes 

from Streptomyces scabiei 87.22, Streptomyces avermitilis MA-4680, Streptomyces 

coelicolor A3(2), Streptomyces lividans TK24, Streptomyces griseus NBRC 13350, and 

Streptomyces ghanaensis ATCC 14672. Specific primers were used subsequently to 

identify an appropriate fosmid, which was further used as template to obtain the primary 

proteasome -subunit sequence through gene walking from the 5’ end of the -subunit. 

The primary 20S proteasome  and  subunit of S. sp. JS360 were deposited in 

GenBank with the accession number JF970179.  
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3.6: Appendix 

 
 

 
 

Figure A3.1. Alignment of actinobacterial 20S proteasome -subunits, including 

prosequences, with the CT-L 5-subunits of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Homo 

sapiens. Previously characterized -subunit sequences from actinomycetes as well as 

organisms closely related to S. tropica (see Figure 3.6) are listed above those from S. 

tropica. The sequences listed below those from S. tropica are from organisms 

containing a secondary -subunit (Table 3.4). Thr1 is denoted by “*” above the 

alignment. Amino acid positions (from start of pro-sequence/from Thr1) are indicated at 

the start of each 60 residue block. Residues 45–49, found within the S1 binding pocket, 

are enclosed inside a box. Sequences obtained from the following organisms: 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 5-subunit, Homo sapiens 5-subunit, Rhodococcus 

erythropolis PR4, Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2), Micromonospora aurantiaca ATCC 

27029, Frankia sp. ACN14a, Salinispora tropica CNB-440, Streptomyces sp. JS360, 

Streptomyces avermitilis MA-4680, Thermomonospora curvata DSM 43183, 

Streptomyces binchenggensis BCW-1. 
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Table A3.1. Annotations of genes flanking the secondary 20S proteasome -subunit of 

S. bingchenggensis BCW-1. The complete genome is published
52

 and annotations were 

provided from the Joint Genome Institute’s Integrated Microbial Genomes server. 

 

Locus tag 
 Accession 

number 
Gene annotation 

Direction of 
% GC 

  Transcription 

SBI_02194  ADI05315 KORA protein - 66 

SBI_02195  ADI05316 putative SAM-dependent methyltransferase + 67 

SBI_02196  ADI05317 hypothetical protein + 75 

SBI_02197  ADI05318 secreted protein - 70 

SBI_02198  ADI05319 beta-galactosidase - 72 

SBI_02199  ADI05320 solute-binding lipoprotein - 66 

SBI_02200  ADI05321 binding-protein dependent transport protein - 68 

SBI_02201  ADI05322 ABC transporter permease protein - 65 

SBI_02202  ADI05323 LacI family transcriptional regulator + 73 

SBI_02203  ADI05324 secreted protein - 72 

SBI_02204  ADI05325 hypothetical protein - 70 

SBI_02205  ADI05326 melibiase - 69 

SBI_02206  ADI05327 transcriptional regulator - 74 

SBI_02207  ADI05328 serine/threonine protein kinase - 71 

SBI_02208  ADI05329 Beta-ketoacyl synthase - 75 

SBI_02209  ADI05330 non-ribosomal peptide synthetase - 73 

SBI_02210  ADI05331 acyl-CoA dehydrogenase FadE10 - 69 

SBI_02211  ADI05332 20S proteasome β-subunit + 69 

SBI_02212  ADI05333 Berberine/berberine domain-containing protein + 71 

SBI_02213  ADI05334 hypothetical protein - 71 

SBI_02214  ADI05335 hypothetical protein - 69 

SBI_02215  ADI05336 NADH dehydrogenase subunit + 69 

SBI_02216  ADI05337 integral membrane protein + 72 

SBI_02217  ADI05338 putative two-component sensor kinase + 74 

SBI_02218  ADI05339 FHA domain containing protein + 74 

SBI_02219  ADI05340 hypothetical protein + 64 

SBI_02220  ADI05341 putative serine-threonine protein kinase + 72 

SBI_02221  ADI05342 regulatory protein - 73 

SBI_02222  ADI05343 AraC family transcriptional regulator - 72 

SBI_02223  ADI05344 RHS/YD repeat-containing protein + 69 

SBI_02224  ADI05345 RHS/YD repeat-containing protein + 70 

SBI_02225  ADI05346 hypothetical protein + 68 

SBI_02226  ADI05347 D-alanyl-D-alaninecarboxypeptidase - 72 

SBI_02227  ADI05348 hypothetical protein - 75 

SBI_02228  ADI05349 lantibiotic biosynthesis protein - 74 

SBI_02229  ADI05350 Lantibiotic dehydratase domain protein - 74 
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4.1: Conclusions 

 There will always be a need for new and improved drugs. While terrestrial 

plants and microorganisms have been exploited as sources of medicinal natural products 

for hundreds of years, the marine environment is only now beginning to be appreciated 

for its microbial diversity and natural product output. The recent discoveries of the new 

marine obligate actinobacterial genus Salinispora
1,2

 and the proteasome inhibitor 

salinosporamide A,
3
 which is currently in clinical trials for the treatment of multiple 

myeloma,
4
 highlight the importance of continued exploration of the marine 

environment. 

Beyond the search for new bioactive molecules, we must strive to understand 

how such sophisticated molecules are produced by seemingly primitive organisms. As 

we expand our knowledge of natural product biosynthesis, the information gained may 

help us to significantly increase natural product production, generate mutasynthetic 

derivatives, and bioengineer completely novel natural product pathways. With the 

advent of the genomic and metagenomic era, we will additionally utilize these 

biosynthetic clues to locate potential natural products in silico.  

Another critical component for research in the field of natural products is to 

develop a deeper understanding of the biological activity of these compounds when 

used as pharmaceutical agents. By understanding how these chemicals alter disease 

biochemistry, we will gain fundamental knowledge of disease biology and 

pathogenicity. Medicinal treatments have a tendency to lose effectiveness over time, as 

classically illustrated by the emergence of antibiotic resistance.
5
 By understanding 
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mechanisms of resistance to treatment, we will be better positioned to focus drug 

development on agents that will not be similarly susceptible. 

 In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I reported the characterization of the oxidation 

of 5-ClR to 5-ClRL by the short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase enzyme SalM.
6
 SalM 

participates in the biosynthesis of chloroethylmalonyl-CoA, a novel halogenated PKS 

extender unit, which specifically confers salinosporamide A with nM in vivo potency as 

an irreversible proteasome inhibitor. Using heterologous protein expression in 

Escherichia coli, I characterized SalM in vitro for its substrate specificity, kinetics, and 

reaction profile. Unlike most SDR enzymes, SalM had a strong dependence on the 

divalent metal cations Mg
2+

, Ca
2+

, or Mn
2+

. I developed a sensitive, real-time 
13

C NMR 

assay to visualize the oxidation of 5-ClR to 5-ClRL which is immediately followed by 

spontaneous hydrolysis to 5-ClRI. In addition to 5-ClR, SalM also oxidized D-erythrose 

and D-ribose, making SalM the first reported stereospecific non-phosphorylated ribose-

1-dehydrogenase.  

 An understanding of salinosporamide biosynthesis has allowed us to generate 

new salinosporamide analogs by mutasynthesis
7,8

 and increase production titers.
9
 This 

studied revealed that a probable reliance on spontaneous lactone hydrolysis may present 

an additional opportunity to increase salinosporamide titers by the introduction of a 

lactonase encoding gene. Additionally, the 
13

C NMR assay that I developed may be 

utilized in the future as a powerful analytical tool for enzymatic reactions with transient 

intermediates or unstable products because it eliminates the need for fully deuterated 

solvents, solvent suppression techniques, or isotopic labeling. 
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 In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, I discuss the characterization of the secondary 

20S proteasome -subunit, SalI, which is encoded within the biosynthetic gene cluster 

for the potent PI salinosporamide A.
10

 However, as actinobacteria also possess 20S 

proteasome machinery, it raised the question how the producing organism prevents self-

inhibition. For a prospective drug, it is important to understand any evolved resistance 

mechanisms as they may ultimately limit effectiveness in humans. Using heterologous 

expression in E. coli, I biochemically characterized the housekeeping / and the 

/SalI proteasome complexes. The SalI subunit displayed an altered substrate 

specificity profile, significant resistance to salinosporamide A, and cross-resistance to 

the FDA-approved proteasome inhibitor bortezomib. We compared the amino acid 

sequences of the two -subunits and identified potential causative mutations that were 

then investigated by site-directed mutagenesis. Intriguingly, the A49V mutation in SalI 

appears to be partially responsible for resistance in S. tropica and correlates to several 

reports of bortezomib resistant cell lines resulting from human proteasome 5-subunit 

A49V and A49T mutations (see Table A1.1),
11-16

 suggesting that acquired resistance to 

natural proteasome inhibitors may predict clinical outcomes. 

 In Chapter 1 of this dissertation, I reviewed the molecular mechanisms of 

proteasome inhibitor resistance in human cell lines. The emergence of PIs over the past 

ten years has been a major breakthrough in the treatment of hematological 

malignancies.
17

 However, both intrinsic and acquired PI resistances remain major 

obstacles.
18

 Recent investigations into acquired bortezomib resistance in various cancer 

cell lines revealed upregulation of the proteasome at the mRNA and protein levels as 
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well as mutations of the 5-subunit (see Table A1.1).
11-16,19-22

 The development of 

mutations in cell lines was observed in as little as a few months at clinically relevant 

concentrations of bortezomib. These mutations in the S1 binding pocket appear to form 

de novo and may also modulate proteolytic specificity. Therefore, analysis of 

proteasome activity with the fluorogenic LLVY-amc substrate may under represent 

proteolytic activity. However, caution should be used as no -subunit mutations have 

yet been confirmed in patients.  

While it is important to continue developing -subunit inhibitors such as 

salinosporamide A, it is clear that the development of PIs must expand beyond 5-

subunit inhibitors. Inhibitors of proteasome assembly and allosteric effectors will not be 

susceptible to resistance by -subunit S1 pocket mutation. The development of Ub 

pathway enzyme inhibitors will achieve the same effect as PIs, the disregulation of 

cellular protein destruction, with an alternative target.
23

 The development of E3 

inhibitors will be especially useful as they may pinpoint treatment to specific oncogenic 

proteins.  

 

4.2: Future Directions 

My in vitro characterization of a secondary 20S proteasome β-subunit SalI, 

discussed in Chapter 3, encoded within the salinosporamide biosynthetic gene cluster 

demonstrated reduced susceptibility to inhibition by salinosporamide A, suggesting that 

it acts as a self-resistance mechanism. However, the actual biological role of the 

proteasome in S. tropica remains undefined. Protein degradation in eukaryotes utilizes 
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the well characterized Ubiquitin-Proteasome System where lysine residues on proteins 

marked for degradation are covalently modified with the small Ubiquitin peptide.
24

 An 

analogous posttranslational modification has recently been uncovered in the 

actinobacteria where the Prokaryotic Ubiquitin-like Protein (PUP) is covalently linked 

to substrate lysine residues followed by 20S proteasome degradation.
25,26

  

In my in vitro characterization of 20S proteasomes of S. tropica, I only 

investigated complexes of homogeneous -subunit composition. However, I cannot rule 

out the possibility of mixed assemblages in vivo. Possible subunit topologies include the 

union of an /1 half-proteasome and an /SalI half-proteasome to form an 

7(1)7(SalI)77 complex or random intermixing of -subunit types in one or both 

heptameric ring. In the case of Rhodococcus erythropolis, where two -subunit and two 

-subunit types are encoded, either -subunit was equally capable of complexing with 

the lone -subunit to form a heterogeneous ring of -subunits.
27

 In the event of a mixed 

assemblage in S. tropica, it is unknown if proteolytic activity and salinosporamide 

resistance would conform to the weighted average of the individual -subunit activities. 

It is currently unknown if the lone -subunit has a preference for one -subunit type 

over the other. As 1 and SalI differ in mass by 1 kDa, heterologous coexpression of the 

-subunit and both -subunits, followed by high resolution native gel electrophoresis 

could reveal the viable topologies. 

Proteasome subunit regulation also remains to be elucidated. If SalI is related to 

salinosporamide resistance, I would expect to see upregulation concomitant with 

salinosporamide production. Given the assumption that the /1 proteasome is 
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advantageous in the absence of salinosporamide A, I could also envision 1-subunit 

expression being negatively correlated with SalI expression as they would compete with 

each other for -subunits. Quantitative qRT-PCR could be employed in a time-course 

experiment to assess -subunit transcription. 

In an effort to verify the self-resistance functionality of SalI, I proposed to 

propose to isolate the 20S proteasome from wild-type S. tropica for trypsin digestion 

followed by protein mass spectrometric analysis. The purpose of this is to identify if 

both 1 and SalI are incorporated into assembled 20 proteasome complexes and to 

identify any temporal or salinosporamide production dependence of SalI incorporation. 

Furthermore, I hope to observe covalent modification of the Thr1 residue of the-

subunits with salinosporamide A, indicating self-inhibition. If SalI is indeed acting as a 

self-resistance mechanism, I would expect to see preferential binding of 

salinosporamide A to the 1-subunit. 

In a parallel project, I propose to elucidate the role of 20S proteasome 

degradation in S. tropica. As proteins destined for proteasome degradation are 

covalently modified with the PUP tag (PUPylated), I have integrated a His6-tagged PUP 

encoding gene into S. tropica and S. arenicola, the latter of which does not produce 

salinosporamides nor possess a secondary proteasome -subunit, using the pSET152 

integrating vector.
9
 The goal of this experiment would be to capture His6-PUPylated 

proteins by Ni
2+

 affinity chromatography followed by trypsin digest and mass 

spectrometric analysis. This methodology has been previously utilized to elucidate the 

“PUPylome” of both Mycobacterium smegmatis and Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
28-30
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The biosynthetic polyketide synthase proteins of mycolic acid biosynthesis have 

been shown to be PUPylated in the Mycobacteria.
29

 However, no studies have explored 

PUPylation in actinobacteria outside of the Mycobacteria such as in the prolific natural 

product-producing Streptomyces. As the Salinispora are also prolific secondary 

metabolite produces and S. tropica has the possible resistance mechanism, it would 

provide a unique opportunity to investigate the role of PUPylation in natural products 

biosynthesis. 

For the pursuit of science to be worthwhile, scientific knowledge must be 

applied to the improvement of human existence. The work presented in this dissertation 

represents my efforts to merge the diverse disciplines of marine microbiology, 

biochemistry, and pharmacology with the goal of generating effective medical 

treatments from marine-derived compounds. I trust that my contribution to the field of 

proteasome inhibitor biosynthesis and resistance may ultimately lead to more effective 

treatment strategies for cancer, ease suffering and save lives.  
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